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Mr. Sharkey, 
Thank you for making us aware of your plans to use the bicentennial logo for your project, the 2018-2019 annual town 
report for the town of Buxton, Maine. 
This project is exactly the type of effort we are hoping to see as we commemorate Maine’s 200th anniversary statewide. 
We are impressed by the initiative that you are taking to make this happen, and it is evident to us that you have the 
dedication and organizational skills to make it a success.
The commission does not have the staff or resources to create all the events and programming that will make the
bicentennial memorable and noteworthy; we are depending on people like you to “lead the way” in providing cultural, 
educational and entertaining events and programs for the Maine public and visitors to mark this once-in-a-lifetime
milestone in our state’s history.
We also ask that you submit any relative information in the Events Calendar section of the www.Maine200.org website,
which will be the main resource for the public to learn about all programs and events related to the bicentennial. 
Additionally, we have approved use of the Maine200 logo for promotion of your report, as we believe that co-branding
the report will give it a heightened presence, and we certainly plan to promote it via our Maine200 social media channels 
and any print materials in which we list upcoming bicentennial events.
I have included a file with our small logo for your use with this project. If you should require a higher resolution image 
please feel free to contact me and one can be provided.
If you have any questions regarding this matter please feel free to contact Maine200’s Business Manager Alyssa Wood
at Alyssa.Wood@Maine200.org. Thank you for helping to spread the word about Maine200! 
Sincerely,
Sen. Bill Diamond 
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Every year the Town of Buxton dedicates the Annual Town Report to one of its residents.  This 
year the recipient is Donald A. Warren who lives in Groveville.
Don grew up in the town of Baldwin, was raised on a dairy farm with seven brothers and sisters. 
He met the love of his life Virginia (Ginny) Sanborn and they were married in 1949.
Don took a job as the manager of Wild Acres Turkey Farm and he and Ginny moved out to the 
farm.  This is where they had their first two daughters Gloria and Linda.  Today it is known as 
Acres of Wildlife Campground. Don and his family also lived in Standish and Gorham.  In 1958 
they built their home on the Flaggy Meadow Road in Groveville where he and Ginny had their 
third daughter, Jayne. This is where Don and Ginny raised their family and still reside today. 
Don had numerous jobs and was employed by H.P. Hood until he was disabled due to Meniere’s 
Disease.  At this time Don started dedicating his life to the Town of Buxton. 
Over the years Don wore many hats for the town.  He was a member of the Groveville Fire 
Department as well as the secretary / treasurer of the organization for over forty years.  He also 
held a seat on the budget committee as well as several years on the planning board. 
Don was very instrumental in the closing of the town dump and was a member of the solid waste 
committee.  He attended many meetings, drove all over New England looking at Transfer Stations 
and helped with the design of the Transfer Station that we have today.
Don and Ginny took care of the North Congregational Church in Groveville for years and also 
maintained the community hall, which the church used to own.  Don also mowed and maintained 
Carroll Park, in Groveville for years.
It is with honor and great pleasure we dedicate this year’s Annual Town Report to Donald Warren 
for his dedication and outstanding service to the Town of Buxton. 
Dedication of the Annual Town Report
Donald A. Warren
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The Town of Buxton
Selectmen’s Report
2018/2019
Buxton, like so many municipalities, has seen its share of challenges in dealing with economic 
struggles within the community.  Trying to find the balance of keeping taxes affordable, and doing 
so with less money, has tested everyone’s ability to look for cost savings.  This year continues to 
be a transitional year with Special Elections, collapse and rebuild of the sand/salt shed, approval 
of a used Ladder firetruck in the fall.
Tom Peters was elected to the Select Board at the June election after two years on the Planning 
Board and retired Police Officer Frank Pulsoni was elected as Selectman in a January 7, 2020 
Special Election.  Tom and Frank have been a great addition to the Board.  We want to thank Cliff 
Emery and Jean Harmon for their many years of service and knowledge they brought to the Board 
and the Buxton Community.
The Town is proud to welcome new employees in 2018/19.  Police Officers Christopher Gray 
and Eric Sanborn, as well as Dispatchers Aubrey Pennell and Peter Roy in the Police department. 
Firefighter/EMS Marisa Morrison is a welcome addition at our Groveville Fire Station.   Mechanic 
Derek McOsker joined the Public Works Department along with Dale Deering, John Skillings, and 
Michael Higgins complete the crew.  Facilities Manager Kert Jackson was a huge addition to the 
Town Office and Justin Cookson is now full time for the Recreation Department.
While commercial growth in the Town is still slow, we are pleased to welcome a woman’s private 
fitness studio, called Fun Fitness.  
We are excited to bring back the Buxton Community Day parade this year, with Red, White & 
Blue theme it was a huge success.  A parade and a fireworks display really brings out a community. 
It just doesn’t get any better than that.  It’s a great day and a fantastic way for all of us to come 
together and celebrate the outstanding community we live in.
The Board of Selectmen would like to take this opportunity to express our sincerest gratitude and 
appreciation to all employees, trustees, and volunteers.  We’d also like to thank our residents for 
their support of the services the Town provides. Thank you for making Buxton a better place to 
live and grow.
I N C O R P O R T E D











Respectfully submitted,    
Buxton Board of Selectmen     
         _________________________  _________________________
                Chad E. Poitras, Chair                        Thomas J. Peters, Vice Chair
         _________________________  _________________________
                             Dennis P. Santolucito                                  Mark J. Blier
__________________________
                     Frank E. Pulsoni
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Jason John Bressette          
Orin Floyd Brown
Gino G. Bruzzese Sr.        
Debra Joan Burnham        
Paul L. Carman 
Roy Bernard Clark 
Jerry Kenneth Cox             
Drewyn Douglas Cram 
Donna Jean Devou 
George A. DiPaolo Sr.
David Scott Dixon
Sinh Do 
Harold E. Dresser Jr.        
Albert Joseph Dumont 
Jr.  James Clifton Dunn        
Eleanor June Dunnell        
Warren A. Eldridge II        
Flora R. Ellis  




George Garrigan III  
Douglas John Gorman
Zbigniew Jozef Gruchala 
Charles E. Guillory  
Phillip Mason Harmon       
Ronald John Henry            
Brenda Lee Hood 
Margaret Dorothy Howland 
William D. Hughes  
Lisa Elaine Hunt 
Marie Carolyn Huston            
Arlene Elizabeth Hutto                 
Evelyn Carolyn Jenks      
Janet C. Johnson
 Paul Andrew Jordan          
Wayne W. Justham   
Thomas Edward Kennie      
Ramona Mae Lambert           
Paul Michael Lessard          
Arlene Thomsen Libby      
Jerry Lee Magoon
Michael R. Mandato 
Jon Paul Martin 
Edward L. McNerney                 
Christina Michelle Merrill   
John Crafts Merriman Sr.
Marie Nellie Metcalf      
Cynthia Lee Murt 
Alice Elizabeth Pease   
Richard Stephen Philpot      
Gene Francis Pitts  
Herve J. Poissant 
Lee Richard Pratt   
Herbert Morrill Ranks      
Josephine Louise Raymond 
Christopher Neal Reardon
Anthony George Reed   
Joseph Anthony Rosa Jr.
Adam Martin Ruffino            
Aaron W. Schildroth
Masahiko Seko 
Catherine Emily Shepard   
Lynda Parker Shupe            
Raymond Charles Simoneau 
Craig Jonathan Skinner            
Kathleen Ann Smart            
Lester Robertson Snow Jr.
Winifred C. Spofford
Eugene C. Springer 
Elba Stutes 
Ida Evelyn Szostak   
Duane Almon Townsend      
Mary Ellen Townsend            
Maureen Anne Tracy    
David George Turner            
Madeline J. Urquhart
Katherine R. Ward            
Michael Allen Ward   
Harry Andrews Weymouth 
Wende Christine Whitten
Frank Eugene Wood      
Joyce Barbara Woodsom
In Remembrance
The Town of Buxton wishes to remember the residents 
in our community who passed away last year.
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Elected Officers, Appointed Officials, Town Employees, 
Boards, Committees, Commissions and Trustees
(Dates shown in parenthesis indicate when term ends, Month & Year)
Elected Officers
Selectmen, Assessors and
Overseers of the Poor
Chad E. Poitras, Chair (6/21)
Thomas J. Peters, Vice Chair (6/22)
Mark J. Blier (6/22)
Francis E. Pulsoni (6/20)
Dennis P. Santolucito (6/20)
Budget Committee
Sheridan W. Bennett, Chair (6/22)
Richard H. Emery Jr. (6/20)
David A. Field, Jr. (6/21)
Richard J. Fitzgerald (6/20, s/h/b 6/22)
Tracy, Roger C. (6/22)
Scott A. Warchol (6/21)
Vacancy (6/20)
Maine School Administrative
District Number Six Directors
Nathan M. Carlow (6/22)
Ellen H. Decotiis (6/21)
Arthur A. Payeur (6/20)
Planning Board
Keith A. Emery, Chair (6/21)
Christopher Baldinelli, Vice Chair (6/21)
David A. Field Jr., Secretary (6/20)
Craig S. Lefebvre, Treasurer (6/22)
Rench, Joseph (6/20, s/h/b 6/22)
Town Clerk






Nathan R. Schools, Director (12/20)
William C. Roberts Jr., Deputy (12/20)
Health Officer
Chad E. Poitras (12/20)
Motor Vehicle Agent and Inland 
Fisheries & Wildlife Agent
David M. Anderson
Public Access Officer
John L. Myers Jr.
Selectmen’s Assistant & Welfare Director 
Krystal L. Dyer
Martha E. Huff, Deputy
Vacancy, Fair Hearing Authority
Sub-Registrar for Disposition Permits
James Pate (6/20)
Chad E. Poitras (6/20)
Tax Collector





John L. Myers Jr., Office Manager
David M. Anderson, Motor Vehicle Agent
Marilyn M. Holland, Accounts Payable
Angela H. Michie, Deputy Town Clerk
Elizabeth “LeeAnn” A. Pratt, Tax Collector
Ruth M. Scheibenpflug, Assistant Clerk
Code Enforcement Officer,
Building and Plumbing Inspector
Peter Gordon (4/20)
Tammy M. Munson, Deputy (4/20)
Kandice Talbot, Executive Assistant
Kert A. Jackson, Facilities Manager
Recreation Department
Nicole M. Welch, Director
Grace Bibber, Supervisor





Nathan R. Schools, Chief
Jeremy M. Redlon, Assistant Chief
Jason Grant, Deputy Fire Chief
Michael Mirisola, Deputy EMS Chief
Joanne C. Ward, Executive Assistant
Charles Reed, Chaplain
William C. Roberts, Deputy EMA Director
Gene D. Harmon, Safety Officer
Merlyn D. McLaughlin, Fire Warden
Conrad Jellison, Fire Captain
Jacob Freeman, Fire Captain
Brandon Redlon, Fire Captain
Paul Yarumian, Station 1 Lieutenant
John MacDonald, Station 2 Lieutenant
Michael D. Roberts, Station 3 Lieutenant
Denise Nessman, EMS Captain
Thomas Lindstedt, Fire Police Captain
Police Department
Troy A. Cline, Police Chief
Fausto “Frank” Costa, Executive Assistant
Sydney Lathrop, Dispatch Supervisor
















Kevin M. Kimball, Director
Michael W. Crockett, Foreman
Derek McOsker, Mechanic






Michael D. Roberts, Winter Seasonal
Solid Waste & Recycling
Gregory P. Heffernan, Manager
Darren M. Mercier, Assistant Manager
John “Jack” MacLean
Thomas S. Meserve, Booth Attendant
Voter Registration
Ruth M. Scheibenpflug, Registrar (12/20)
Jane E. Cummings, Deputy (12/20)
Suzanne Shorter, Deputy (12/20)
Appointed Boards & Representatives
Board of Appeals
Stephen J. Heroux, Chair (12/22)
Peter D. Leavitt, Vice Chair (12/21)
Patrick J. Hanna (12/20)
Scott A. Warchol (12/21)
Vacancy
Saco River Cable Committee
Mark J. Blier (12/20)
Clifford L. Emery (12/20)
Saco River Community TV Corp.
Brenton R. Hill, Director (12/22)
Vacancy, Alternate (12/22)
Saco River Corridor Commission
Sadie L. Cowley (11/22)
Jeremy William Miller, Alternate (11/22)
Elected Officers, Appointed Officials, Town Employees, 
Boards, Committees, Commissions and Trustees (Cont.)
(Dates shown in parenthesis indicate when term ends, Month & Year)
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Appointed Boards & Representatives, continued
Southern Maine Planning and 
Development Commission
General Assembly Member Vacancy
Alternate Member Vacancy
Voter Registration Appeals Board
Joan E. Plummer, Chair (12/22)
Bonita J. Usher (Democrat) (2/2013)




Ansel E. Stevens (12/20)
Gloria J. Stevens (12/21)
Valerie Messana, Librarian
Bonny Eagle Park




Toby L. Reynolds (12/20)
Carol B. Sanborn (12/22)
Vacancy
Estes Park




Donna P. Beal (12/21)
David A. Field, Jr. (12/22)
Julie A. Gamelson (12/24)
Town Farm Park 
David M. Anderson (12/21)
Tashia L. Pinkham (12/20)
Ruth M. Scheibenpflug (12/20)
West Buxton Library











(Trustees Not Appointed by the Selectmen)
Charles A. Elwell
Robert C. Elwell
Nicholas P. Pinkham  
Town Committees
Business Design Standards








Mark J. Blier, Chair (12/21)
Henry W. Huntley (12/21)
Clifford W. Thomas (12/21)
Keep the Heat on Committee
Mark J. Blier (12/22)
Gregory P. Heffernan (12/21)
Vacancy
Toy Box
Mia B. Dodge, Chair (12/21)
David G. Johnson (12/20)
Carolyn A. Snell (12/22)
Elected Officers, Appointed Officials, Town Employees, 
Boards, Committees, Commissions and Trustees (Cont.)
(Dates shown in parenthesis indicate when term ends, Month & Year)
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State Senators
Senator Justin M. Chenette
Maine Senate District 31
3 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333
State Senate Phone: 1-800-423-6900
Senator Linda Sanborn
Maine Senate District 30
3 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333
State Senate Phone: 1-800-423-6900
State Representatives
Representative Mark J. Blier
Maine Representative District 22
State House Phone: 1-800-423-2900
Representative Donald G. Marean
Maine Representative District 16
233 Bonny Eagle Road, Hollis, ME 04042
Residence Phone:  207-727-5527
State House Phone:  1-800-423-2900
Fax:  207-727-4993
Cell Phone:  207-653-8927
Email:  Donald.Marean@legislature.maine.gov
Elected Officers, Appointed Officials, Town Employees, 
Boards, Committees, Commissions and Trustees (Cont.)
(Dates shown in parenthesis indicate when term ends, Month & Year)
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Buxton residents produced 2,621 tons of household trash, 884 tons of bulky waste, 31 tons of inert 
waste, 1,054 tires, and 125 tons of asphalt shingles in 2019.  The Buxton Transfer Station recycled 
5 tons of  #2 plastic, 43 tons of boxboard, 21 tons of newspaper, 106 tons of cardboard, and 208 
tons of metal.  Keep up the good work recycling!
Our composting facility received approximately 1500 yards of leaves and grass, 12 yards of food 
waste, and 1200 yards of animal manure and bedding.  Composting eliminates the need to pay 
for hauling and disposal fees for leaves and grass, and provides compost as a useful end product 
for our community.  We accept leaves, grass, sawdust from untreated wood, pine needles, garden 
clippings, manure, and non-animal kitchen scraps (fruits & vegetables) for our compost piles.  We 
can’t accept dog, cat, or human feces for composting.  Compost is available to Buxton residents 
for $10 for a bucket full from our front end loader (fills the bed of a small pickup truck).  We also 
have wood chips available for $5 per bucket full.  Compost and wood chips are free if you shovel 
them yourself.  There is no charge to drop off compostable materials at the transfer station.  Leaves 
and grass will not be picked up if left out for curbside collection.  
The Transfer Station accepts returnable bottles year round for the “Keep the Heat On” fund. 
This fund raises over $7,500 a year to purchase heating oil for those Buxton residents in need of 
assistance.  
Anyone looking to stretch their budget should check out the Share Shop (otherwise known as the 
Buxton Mall).  We have books, clothes, baby items, bikes, toys, furniture, sewing fabric, walkers, 
building materials, and miscellaneous treasures free for the taking.  This is a great way to share 
your unwanted items with local people in need.  Reuse is one of the best forms of recycling.  
Please visit the Town web site at www.buxton.me.us, and click on the Solid Waste Department 
heading for more information on recycling and other solid waste topics.  If anyone has any 
suggestions that would make the Transfer Station more efficient, please let me know.  Questions 
and comments can be e-mailed to buxtonts@sacoriver.net. The Transfer Station is open Tuesdays 
from 9am to 5pm, and Thursdays & Saturdays from 8am to 4pm. We are closed any Tuesday after a 
Sunday or Monday holiday. Our phone number is 929-3913. We are located at 185 Portland Road, 
behind Town Hall and the salt shed.
Respectfully submitted by:
Greg Heffernan
Solid Waste Manager  
Solid Waste Manager’s 2019 Report
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   Buxton Fire-Rescue
   185 Portland Road      Chief Nathan Schools, EFO
   Buxton, ME 04093    Deputy Chief Jeremy Redlon
	 	 	 Office	(207)	929-3099	 	 	 					Deputy	Chief	Jason	Grant
	 	 	 Fax	(207)	929-3076	 	 	 	 							Deputy	Chief	Jamie	Grant
Department Website: www.buxtonfr.org      Deputy Chief Michael Mirisola
   




It is my pleasure to submit the 2019-2020 Annual Report on behalf of the Officers and Members 
of Buxton Fire-Rescue.  During the 2019 calendar year Buxton Fire-Rescue responded to 1,001 
incidents.
Along with these calls for service our department has had a very busy year. Our first mission has 
been to provide our members with quality training.  From the very basics of firefighting and EMS 
skills to very technical vehicle extrication, Haz-Mat, pump operations and live fire trainings. 
Our members have put in more than 2,500 hours of training to better serve our community.
This year we completed the building of our own training building which is located at the transfer 
station.  I would like to personally thank all of those who were involved in getting the building 
completed and ready for our members to utilize.  With this new training building we will be able 
to perform many hours of valuable including live fire, search and rescue, ventilation training 
that otherwise we would not be able to complete.  Below are some photos of the building in use 
earlier this year.
Working To promoTe and proTecT The  healTh abd safeTy of our communiTy and firsT responders  
Rescue & Emergency Medical...
68.44%
Severe Weather & Natural Disaster
3.25%












Severe Weather & Natural Disaster
0.41%

























• Total Call Volume
      •  2017 = 1,109
      •  2018 = 977
      •  2019 = 1,001
• Overlapping calls
      •  2017 = 133 or 11.99%
      •  2018 = 198 or 20.27%
      •  2019 = 264 or 26.35%
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Buxton Fire-Rescue 2018-2019 Annual Report
Through the hard work of several members, the department has been awarded the status of Gold 
Level Heart Safe Community. The Maine Heart Safe Community program is a cooperative initiative 
of the Maine EMS office and the Maine Cardiovascular Health Council.  The program recognizes 
local efforts made to provide strong cardiovascular related emergency care for residents and visitors 
and promotes partnership between local EMS services and community partners to improve overall 
cardiovascular health and awareness.  Through CPR classes, awareness activities, AED’s in public 
areas, advanced cardiac life support and improving the chain of survival in their community.
These things plus our continued work with fire prevention in schools and daycares in our 
community, along with the tireless dedication of our members, has made this an exceptional year 
for our department.
Finally, I would like to thank the members, their families and the community for continued support 
of such a great community organization.  Thank you for all that you do.
Respectfully,
Assistant Chief Jeremy Redlon




January 2019 – December 2019
Chief Troy A. Cline
MISSION STATEMENT
“The mission of the Buxton Police Department is to uphold the law fairly and firmly: to reduce 
crime; to pursue and bring to justice those who break the law; to protect, help and reassure 
the community: and to be seen to do all this with integrity, common sense, sound judgment, 
teamwork and respect.
We must be compassionate, courteous and patient, acting without fear, favor or prejudice to the 
rights of others while applying intelligent use of discretion of the law.  We need to be professional, 
calm and restrained in the face of violence and apply only that force which is necessary to 
accomplish our lawful duty.  We must strive to reduce the fears of the public and so far, as we 
can, to reflect their priorities in the action we take.
It is also our mission to strengthen public confidence in the organization, develop and maintain 
positive relationships with the community and promote the concept of teamwork for the benefit 
of all, while at the same time promoting a safe and friendly community through proactive 
enforcement and education.  We must respond to well-founded criticism with willingness for 
change in response to the changing needs of our community.
Greetings to all residents and visitors,
The first thing you may notice is our format has changed.  We hired 
a new Court Officer this year and she is quite adept at completing 
these types of reports.  Tammy Jo Girard replaced the previous Court 
Officer and her official title is Court Officer/Crime Analyst.  Mrs. 
Girard comes to Buxton PD with thirty (30) years’ experience with 
the Saco Police Department as their Court Officer.  She brings with 
her a wealth of knowledge and experience that has already made 
streamlining the various processes at the police department possible.
Officer William “Kody” Blackwell graduated from the 38th Basic 
Law Enforcement Training Program (BLETP) in May.  I also hired 
two new patrol officers this year, Chris Gray and Eric Sanborn. 
Officer Sanborn will be attending the BLETP beginning in May.  Each of these men bring 
experience both in law enforcement and the military.  They have integrated seamlessly into the 
Buxton PD team.  More recently I hired two more officers, Eric Marcotte of Biddeford and Haley 





January 2019 – December 2019
Chief Troy A. Cline
I promoted a Dispatch Supervisor to lead Dispatch Center staff.  Sydney Lathrop was selected for 
the position in January and has already made a huge impact in the way we do things in the Dispatch 
Center.
Unfortunately, we will have a vacant patrol officer position at the time that this report has gone to 
print.
We truly appreciate the communities continued support which assists us in completing our mission 
each and every year.  Keeping our citizens safe and protected.
Patrol Services:
During 2019, Buxton officers responded on or self-initiated 9,460 calls.  Officers issued over 500 
traffic citations, issued 173 criminal/civil summonses and affected 189 arrests.
Officers are tasked with dealing with a wide array of call types through the course of any given day. 
Some of the criminal offenses officers deal with include those listed below.
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Officers handle a variety of calls that may not result in a criminal investigation or charges but serve 
to ensures the safety and wellbeing of our citizens.  
Buxton Police Department
Annual Report 
January 2019 – December 2019
Chief Troy A. Cline
Dispatch Services: 
In 2019, Buxton Communications Center 
logged 13,767 calls.  These were calls for 
Police, Fire and EMS services as well as calls 
that did not require emergency response units 
such as Community Cares calls, Court Ordered 
Check-Ins and Informational Calls as a few 
examples.
In 2019 Buxton dispatch received 207 abandoned 9-1-1 calls.  These are often misdialing but 
we treat everyone like it is an emergency call until we can verify that it was an accidental call.  
If you should happen to dial 9-1-1 in error, please stay on the line so dispatchers can get some 




January 2019 – December 2019
Chief Troy A. Cline
Administrative:
1.  Chief Troy A. Cline
2.  Executive Assistant Fausto “Frank” Costa (Also a PT Dispatcher)
3.  Court Officer/Crime Analyst Tammy Jo Girard
Patrol Staff:
Full Time Staff
1.  Officer James Bradbury
2.  Officer William “Kody” Blackwell
3.  Officer Christopher Gray
4.  Officer Eric Sanborn
5.  Officer Eric Marcotte
6.  Officer Haley Maguire
Part Time Staff
1.  Officer Daryen Granata
2.  Officer Derek Dinsmore
3.  Officer Bret Smith
4.  Animal Control Officer Adele Jones
Dispatch Staff:
Full Time Staff
1.  Dispatch Supervisor Sydney Lathrop
2.  Dispatcher Daniel McGlincey
3.  Dispatcher Samantha Campobasso
4.  Dispatcher Aubrey Pennell
5.  Utility Dispatcher Kathy Mullen
Part Time Staff
1.  Dispatcher Michael Mains (FT Dispatcher w/Scarborough)
2.  Dispatcher Branden Walker
3.  Dispatcher Dana Dodge
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The Buxton Public Works Department has had a great year. I would like to welcome Dale Deering, 
John Skillings, and Mike Higgins to the Department.
A special thanks to Mike Roberts, a former fulltime employee for taking time away from his 
busy trucking business to help clear the roads this winter season. He has been a big help and we 
appreciate his commitment to Public Works and the Town of Buxton.
The crew has done a great job keeping our roads plowed and treated this winter, we have improved 
some drainage issues by replacing culverts, ditching and shaving shoulders. Eddie and crew 
continued the great grounds maintenance of the public buildings and parks. I would like to thank 
everyone for their dedication and hard work.
As the Director of the Public Works Department I hope to continue the good relationships with the 





      Town of Buxton Public Works
      185 Portland Road
      Buxton, ME 04093
	 	 	 			Office	(207)	929-4400
	 	 	 			Fax	(207)	929-3592




As can be seen by the table below, building activity has been consistent for the last five years.
In this last year, two subdivisions by Berube Builders have been completed and their roads taken 
over by the Town. Currently, there are no active subdivisions, however, the approved subdivision 
on Webster and Churchill Roads appear ready to restart in the spring of 2020.
Land inquiries for new homes is constantly being sought by builders and potential homeowners. 
This seems driven by a low number of available homes for sale in Buxton. This combination may 




Code Enforcement Officer/Building Inspector
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Nicole Welch, Recreation Director
Physical Address: 174 Portland Road, Buxton, Maine 04093
Mailing Address: 185 Portland Road, Buxton, Maine 04093
Office Phone: 207-929-8381  Cell Phone: 207-841-7320  Fax Number: 207-929-3076
Email: recdirbuxton@sacoriver.net
March 23, 2020
The Buxton Recreation Department’s year-round operations offers activities for all ages, while 
continuing to work towards our mission of providing opportunities for community engagement, 
socialization, and growth for all.
Our program offering ranges from Senior Citizen BINGO nights, to adult wellness classes, to 
summer camp field trips, and school year childcare programming! Our motto is to PLAY EVERY 
DAY, and we incorporate health and wellness in all of our community opportunities. 
The best way to learn about what out department has to offer is to visit our website, www.buxtonrec.
com. While here, you can browse the most up-to-date programs, register for activities, create an 
online account, and learn about payment options. You can also find us on Facebook, where we like 
to post our program highlights, as well as upcoming events that you won’t want to miss!
I would like to thank Recreation Supervisor Grace Bibber, Recreation Programmer Justin Cookson, 
as well as our part time staff for the passion and energy that they bring to our programs every day. 
I would also like to extend a special thank you to all of our volunteer coaches- you are the heart of 
our youth sports programs! Lastly, thank you to the Town of Buxton Team- it is a pleasure working 
with all of you to make Buxton a better place to work, play, and live. 
Respectfully Submitted By:
Nicole Welch
Recreation Director, Town of Buxton
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              March 23, 2020 
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I would like to thank Recreati n Su erv sor Grace Bibber, Recreat on Programmer Ju tin 
Cookson, as well as our part time staff for the passion and energy that they bring to our programs 
every day. I would also like to extend a special thank you to all of our volunteer coaches- you are 
the heart of our youth sports programs! Lastly, thank you to the Town of Buxton Team- it is a 
pleasure working with all of you to make Buxton a better place to work, play, and live.  
Respectfully Submitted By: 
 
Nicole Welch 










July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2019
Turn- Election Total Absentee
Out or Meeting Ballots Ballots Attendance
% Date Cast Issued
66% 11/6/18 4,136 1,298 n/a
0.56% 11/28/18 n/a n/a 35
0.37% 5/30/19 n/a n/a 23 From Buxton
11.17% 6/11/19 699 88 n/a
      Cash Receipts:
2,154  Dogs Licensed
287  Male / Female 3,157.00$           
45  Male / Female Licensed Online Credit 135.00                
1,371  Neuter / Spay 8,226.00             
412  Neuter / Spay Licensed Online Credit 1,236.00             
6  Kennels 252.00                
5 -                      
4  Replacement Tags 4.00                    
2  Transfer from Another Community 2.00                    
181  Late Fees at $25 Each 4,525.00             
17,537.00$         
Other Fees




MSAD #6 Budget Meeting
State General and Referendum
Special Town Meeting
MSAD #6 Budget Validation Referendum & MSAD #6 Directors Election
Town Clerk's Report
July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2019
85 Births
96 Marriages
534 Vital Records Recorded
84 Deaths
Annual Town Meeting,
 Police, Search & Rescue And Service Dogs
6,260 Registered Voters - November 2018      /      n/a = not applicable
Turn- Election Total Absentee
Out or Meeting Ballots Ballots Attendance
% Date Cast Issued
66% 11/6/18 4,136 1,298 n/a
0.56% 11/28/18 n/a n/a 35
0.37% 5/30/19 n/a n/a 23 From Buxton
11.17% 6/11/19 699 88 n/a
    Cash Rec ipts:
2,154  Dogs Licensed
287  Male / Female 3,157.00$    
45  Male / Female Licensed Onli e Credit 135.00    
1,371  Neuter / Spay 8,226.00    
412  Neuter / Spay Licensed Onli e Credit 1,236.00    
6  Kennels 25 .00    
5 -    
4  Replacement Tags 4.00    
2  Transfer f om Another Com unity 2.00    
18  Late Fees at $25 Each 4,52 .00    
17,537.00$    
Other Fees




MSAD #6 Budget Meeting
State Gen ral nd Referendum
Special Town Meeting
MSAD #6 Budget Validation Referendum & MSAD #6 Directors Election
Town Clerk's Report
July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2019
85 Births
96 Marriages
534 Vital Records Recorde
84 Deaths
Annual Town Meeting,
 Police, Search & Rescue And Service Dogs
6,260 Registered Voters - November 2018    /  n/a = not applicable
Turn- Election Total Absentee
Out or Meeting Ballots Ballots Attendance
% Date Cast Issued
66% 1/6/18 4,136 1,298 n/a
0.56% 1 /28/18 n/a n/a 35
0.37% 5/30/19 n/a n/a 23 From Buxton
11.17% 6/11/19 699 88 n/a
    Cash R ceipts:
2,154  Dogs Licensed
287  Male / F male 3,157.00$     
45  Male / F mal  Licensed O line Credit 135.00    
1,371  Neuter / Spay 8,226.00    
412  Neuter / Spay Licensed O line Credit 1,236.00    
6  Kennels 52.00    
5 -    
4  R placement Tags 4.00    
2  Transfe  from Another Co munity 2.00    
81 Late Fees at $25 Each 4, 25.00    
17,537.00$     
Oth r Fees




MSAD #6 Budg t Meeting
State G ner l and Referendum
Special Town Meeting
MSAD #6 Budget Validation Referendum & MSAD #6 Di ectors Election
Town Clerk's Report
July , 2018 thru June 30, 2019
85 Births
96 Marriages
534 Vital Records Recor ed
84 Deaths
Annual Town Meeting,
 Police, Search & Rescue And S rvice Dogs
6,260 R gistered Voters - November 2018 /    n/a = not applicable
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Town Clerk’s Report (Cont.)
July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2019
Turn- Election Total Absentee
Out or Meeting Ballots Ballots Attendance
% Date Cast Issued
66% 11/6/18 4,136 1,298 n/a
0.56% 11/28/18 n/a n/a 35
0.37% 5/30/19 n/a n/a 23 From Buxton
11.17% 6/11/19 699 88 n/a
      Cash Receipts:
2,154  Dogs Licensed
287  Male / Female 3,157.00$           
45  Male / Female Licensed Online Credit 135.00                
1,371  Neuter / Spay 8,226.00             
412  Neuter / Spay Licensed Online Credit 1,236.00             
6  Kennels 252.00                
5 -                      
4  Replacement Tags 4.00                    
2  Transfer from Another Community 2.00                    
181  Late Fees at $25 Each 4,525.00             
17,537.00$         
Other Fees




MSAD #6 Budget Meeting
State General and Referendum
Special Town Meeting
MSAD #6 Budget Validation Referendum & MSAD #6 Directors Election
Town Clerk's Report
July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2019
85 Births
96 Marriages
534 Vital Records Recorded
84 Deaths
Annual Town Meeting,
 Police, Search & Rescue And Service Dogs
6,260 Registered Voters - November 2018      /      n/a = not applicable
81 Birth, Certified Copies at $6 each 486.00                
263 Burial Permits $20 each 5,260.00             
16 Certificates of Sole Proprietorship 160.00                
61 Death, Certified Copies at $15 each 915.00                
281 Death, Certified Copies at $6 each 1,686.00             
8 Dennett Map Copies 64.00                  
12 Junk Yard Permits, Auto 600.00                
63 Marriage Licenses $40 each 2,520.00             
93 Marriage, Certified Copies at $15 each 1,395.00             
81 Marriage, Certified Copies at $6 each 486.00                
Photo Copies, Faxes & Miscellaneous 567.64                
4 Pole Permits Recorded 40.00                  
7 Returned Check Fees 140.00                
Soda Machine 272.80                
3 Special Amusement Permits 750.00                
18 Victual Licenses 900.00                
Voter Registration 70.50                  
18,772.94$         
      Total Cash Receipts: 36,309.94$         
      Disbursements:
State of Maine Animal Welfare, Dog Licenses 5,801.00$           
State of Maine Vital Records, State Share 2,643.20             
Town's Animal Welfare Account 8,151.00             
Town of Buxton General Fund 19,714.74           
      Total Disbursements: 36,309.94$         
Please note that the Town Clerk is no longer the Agent for State game licenses.  David
Anderson the Recreational Vehicle Agent is now the Agent for game licenses.  Please see
David's report for hunting and fishing license sales.
Thank you for allowing me the honor to have served as your Town Clerk for more than 30 years.
  185 Portland Road, Buxton, Maine 04093-6532
  Email: tclerkbuxton@sacoriver.net   /   Website: www.buxton.me.us
  Phone # (207) 929-6171 / Fax # (207) 929-4730
                  John Myers, CMC, CCM, Buxton Town Clerk
Election Day:  Polls Open 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM
                   Respectfully  reported,
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Game License Agent’s Report
Maine Game Licenses FY 2018                             State Fees                         Agent  Revenue
     






All vehicles, 1995 and newer, will always require a title in the State of Maine.
When registering a vehicle, you must have proof of insurance for the vehicle that is being registered.
The Town of Buxton is part of the Rapid Renewal Service (RRS), Maine’s online vehicle registration 
system sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of State. Rapid Renewal may be accessed through 
Buxton’s web site, www.buxton.me.us or on www.sosonline.org, the Department of the Secretary 
of State’s site.
Rapid Renewal Service is available only for renewals of registrations previously processed in 
Buxton. Accepted forms of payment are electronic check and credit card. New Buxton registrations 
must still be processed at Town Hall.
Credit cards are accepted for payment at Town Hall, however, there is a 2.5% surcharge by the 
vendor used to process the payments.
Submitted by:
David M. Anderson
Maine BMV Municipal Agent
*Total Excise Taxes paid at the counter, payments made via Rapid Renewal
Electronic Processing and State Reimbursements
26
Recreational Vehicles Report




	 Ø  Snowmobile registrations were down again, while ATV registrations increased
      slightly. Registered boat also declined a bit.
	 Ø  Boat excise amounts combine what is collected at Town Hall and what is paid
      through electronic sales via MOSES. Otherwise, all activity and fees shown, are





The Registrar of Voters and Deputy Registrars had a busy year maintaining voter registration 
records, certifying petitions, attending training sessions and servicing elections.
On November 6, 2018 the State of Maine General and Referendum Election was held.  Four 
thousand one hundred thirty-six (4,136) ballots out of six thousand two hundred sixty (6,260) 
voters were cast.  The breakdown for these numbers are: 1,298 Absentee Ballots cast and 2,838 
Ballots cast in person.  This election was a 66% voter turnout. 
A special Town Meeting was held on Wednesday, November 28, 2018 to vote on two articles. The 
two articles will have the money coming from Undesignated Surplus to cover their expenses.  The 
articles are:
 •  To reconcile Legal and General Insurance accounts for-$104,233.17.
 •  To appropriate $37,000.00 for the purchase and installation of heat pumps at the Bar   
    Mills and Groveville Fire Stations.
Both articles passed. 
Nomination papers have been printed for the following positions:
 •  At-Large School Board Director: 3 yr. term
 •  Two- Selectmen: 3yr. term
 •  Two- Planning Board Members: 3 yr. term
 •  Three- Budget Committee Members: 3 yr. term.
These positions will be voted on at the June 11, 2019’s election.
A candidates’ night was held on May 14, 2019, to allow voters to be introduced to the six people 
who were running for the position of selectmen.  It was a very informative session.
On May 30, 2019, SAD#6 held its School Budget Meeting/Vote at the Middle School.  All of the 
articles voted upon were accepted.  Now it is up to the voters on June 11, 2019.
On June 11, 2019 there were six hundred ninety-nine (699) ballots cast with six hundred eleven 
(611) done in person and eighty-eight (88) done absentee.  This made the voter turnout to be 
11.17%.  On Saturday, June 15, 2019, the Annual Town Meeting was held to finish voting on the 
remaining warrant articles.  In the race for the two (2) seats available for Selectmen, there was 
only 1 vote difference between Scott Warchol and Thomas Peters’ votes.  A recall was held on June 






Buxton Board of Appeals
2018/2019 Report
The primary goal of the Board is to act with the best interest of the Town and its citizens. The 
Board determines whether the decisions made by the Code Enforcement Officer, on matters 
affected by setback restrictions, height, lot coverage, lot size or setbacks causing undue hardship or 
unique circumstances not caused by the applicant, or an administrative appeal of the Code Officers 
interpretation of the Ordinance. 
The meetings are held on the first Tuesday of each month (on an as needed basis) at 7:00 p.m. in the 
Municipal Building. All meetings are open to the public. 
During the January 1, 2018 to December 30, 2018 fiscal year the Board met three times with the 
following results:




The Board of Appeals is composed of five Buxton residents appointed by the Board of Selectmen for 
three-year terms.
The Buxton Zoning Board of Appeals:
Stephen Heroux, Chairman  (12/20)
Peter Leavitt, Vice Chair  (12/20)
Scott Warchol    (12/21)
Patrick Hanna    (12/20)
Vacant
    Gary Chamberland         Cummings A venue      Sideline setback variance         Approved 
Tyler & Heather Forgea         Burnham Drive        Sideline setback variance         Approved 
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Planning Board Annual Report
 
The Buxton Planning Board has five active members, who are elected residents with a variety of 
backgrounds with an interest in the Town’s future. We encourage participation in Town activities 
by attending a meeting. The meetings start at 7:00 p.m. on the second and fourth Monday of each 
month at the Municipal Building, located at 185 Portland Road. 
The following are projects reviewed and approved by the Planning Board in 2018-2019




Member    Term
Keith Emery, Chair    (6/21)
Christopher Baldinelli, Vice Chair (6/21)
David Field, Secretary  (6/20) 
Craig Lefebvre, Treasurer  (6/22)








The past year has been one of change for the Berry Memorial Library. The former Director left at 
the end of July. The Library was closed for a few months while the Board of Directors searched for 
new leadership. Valerie Messana has recently begun as the Library’s new Director. She comes to 
the Library with 18 years experience as a Library Director in public libraries in Maine.
The Library’s new hours are the following: Mondays: 1:30 – 3:30 p.m.; Tuesdays: 4 – 7 p.m.; 
Saturdays: 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. We hope, in future months, to possibly be able to offer a few hours on 
an additional day of the week, providing a volunteer might become available to help with that.
The Library continues to offer FREE internet access, both Wi-Fi and also public access computers 
for patron use. Photocopying and printing services are available for $.15 per page. We also offer 
Inter Library Loan service.
Also, the Library offers print books for all ages, audiobooks, and a small collection of DVDs, 
which we hope to increase in the upcoming months.
The Library has a website (www.berrylibrary.com) In addition to posting announcements on the 
site, our automated card catalog can be accessed by any computer or device through our website. 
We also maintain a Facebook page, which we use to announce upcoming events.
We hope to continue collaboration with other nearby libraries this year in offering a children’s 
summer reading incentive program.
Our goal is to serve the community. Please let us know how we can best meet your literary needs.
Happy Reading!






Bar Mills, ME 04004
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West Buxton Public Library
Established 1925
The West Buxton Public Library traces its beginnings back to 1925 when it was organized in the West 
Buxton Baptist Church on the hill on River Road by the dam. The Masonic Building, also on River Road 
in West Buxton, was its second home until 1953, when service to the community went dormant. The 
library emerged from its five-year dormancy in 1958 under the leadership of Edward M. Elwell. Its third 
and current home is the former District #12 Schoolhouse (circa 1853) keeping its location in the West 
Buxton Village area and still on the Saco River at #34. The resurrection of the library resulted from the 
perception that such a facility was needed by the residents of the village area on both sides of the Saco 
River: Buxton and Hollis. The library is visited by citizens from Buxton, Hollis, Standish, and Limington, 
as well as many summer visitors. 
The library’s operating budget is funded by the appropriations of the Town of Buxton and supplemented 
with book and bake sales, memorial gifts and many monetary donations and collections. 
This year we have enjoyed having some student volunteers join us at the library. We really enjoy the 
energy and enthusiasm they bring with them. Brooke and Julia have been running the story times and it 
has been great to see them both grow in their confidence throughout the year. Monique and Brigit have 
also joined us and have been helping out with inventory, sorting donations, overdue books, and shelving. 
This summer our library worked with the Hollis, Waterboro, and Salmon Falls Libraries on summer 
reading. Together we applied for and received a grant that enabled us to put on two programs, offer passes 
to local museums and parks, and purchase craft supplies and books for all four libraries. Waterboro hosted 
Mr. Drew and his Animals too and we held the planetarium show at the Hollis Elementary School. Here at 
West Buxton we started off our summer reading program with a visit from the Maine State Stem Librarian. 
She helped us to build and shoot off rockets. We also had a campfire story hour for teens and an end of 
the summer reading party. 
Our library continues to hold story hours twice a month and Minecraft once per month. We always 
welcome ideas for any programs or events that our patrons would like to see happen. 
We would like to say thank you to the patrons, volunteers, Buxton Garden Club, Dorcas Society, and 
Snell’s Family Farm who all donated time, materials, money and expertise. We are also thankful to Sargent 
Brother’s Handyman services for their hard work with landscaping and snow shoveling. In addition, we 
are grateful to Peter Mills and his family for helping to keep up with the lawn mowing. It takes the whole 
community. We appreciate the generous support of the Town of Buxton and the surrounding neighborhood. 
“The health of our civilization, the depth of our awareness about the underpinnings of our culture and our 






Town Farm Park, located along Town Farm Road is approximately ten acres in size. There are two 
softball fields and one Little League diamond. A small playground gives the younger ones a safe place 
for fun. The groomed grass fields are utilized for all sorts of general recreation for all ages. There are 
also trails for walking the woodlands as well as a perimeter walking trail. The Recreation Department 
utilizes the open park areas for its extensive youth soccer program in the late summer and autumn.
This spring there will be three benches installed along the perimeter walkway. In addition, we will 
finally have water hooked up!
The park is available to the public, sunrise to sunset, and is maintained by the Trustees. No motor 
vehicles are allowed outside the parking areas. Dogs are welcome.........please pick-up after your dog! 





Pleasant Point Park consists of approximately 47 acres located on Simpson Rd. One side of this beautiful 
park is on the Saco River. Visitors can enjoy a variety of recreational activities year round. Several 
spots along the river are great for swimming or fishing. Folks can use the river access for canoeing and 
kayaking. There are trails throughout the park for hiking and snow shoeing. Picnic tables and benches 
are available for those simply preferring to sit and enjoy the pristine views.
The trail on the south side of park loops around an ancient burial ground for the Woodman family, early 
settlers. There you can sit on a bench and take in the magnificent view overlooking the Saco River. On 
the same trail is a foundation from the early days.
This summer the trustees plan to improve the river access for canoes and kayaks. In addition the plan 
includes repairing the foot bridges throughout the park. Volunteers will be asked to participate in a 
clean-up day to clear brush. The date and time will be posted on the park kiosks as well as town website.
Pleasant Point Park is open to all and their dogs daily between 7am and 8pm. Port-a-potties are available, 
including one handicapped accessible. No motorized vehicles beyond designated parking areas.
Enjoy, Pleasant Point Park Trustees
                  Donna Beal
                  David Field  













Report to the Selectmen 2016 
BUXTON TOY BOX CELEBRATES ANOTHER YEAR SPREADING CHISTMAS MAGIC 
Since 1995 the Buxton Toy Box has made Christmas happen for Buxton children ages birth to 18. 
This program is supported financially by private donations, and all the work is done by volunteers. 
Applications to the Buxton Toy Box are processed through the Selectmen’s Office at the Town 
Hall. 
In 2016 the community gave generously making Christmas brighter for 132 children from 58 
Buxton families. Thanks to a grant from Narragansett Number One Foundation, each child 
received new shoes or boots and socks. Countless individuals, businesses, clubs, libraries, schools 
and churches came together to spread holiday cheer. The Elves set up toy box displays with red 
gift cards and piggy banks throughout town. 
The Toy Box Elves set up their workshop in the Town Hall on December 12th and began sorting 
and wrapping toys, games, books, clothes, bedding, craft kits, sports balls, shoes and socks. With 
the help of many individuals, businesses, churches, clubs, Hannaford and the Buxton Community 
Cupboard, many families received a Christmas dinner along with their boxes of presents. 
As we reflect on twenty-two Christmas seasons collecting, shopping for, sorting, wrapping, and 
distributing gifts, we are so inspired by the generosity of this town. If you wish to donate gifts, 
time, or funds to the Buxton Toy Box please call Mia Dodge at 207-807-8816. Although the Toy 
Box is most active between Thanksgiving and Christmas, one great way to help is to save new or 
gently used gift bags and boxes all year long.   
Respectfully submitted, 
BUXTON TOY BOX COMMITTEE 
Carolyn Snell 
David Johnson 
Mia Dodge, Chairman 
	
Buxton Toy Box 
	
Report to the Selectmen 2019
BUXTON TOY BOX MAKES CHRISTMAS MERRY AND BRIGHT
Since 1995 the Buxton Toy Box has spread Christmas cheer for Buxton children ages birth to 18. 
This program is supported financially by private donations, and all the work is done by volunteers. 
Applications to the Buxton Toy Box are processed through the Selectmen’s Office at the Town 
Hall.
In 2019 the community sponsored gifts for 117 children from 57 Buxton families. Thanks to a grant 
from Narragansett Number One Foundation, each child received a new bedding set including sheets, 
 comfo ter, and fluffy new pillows. Countless individuals, businesses, clubs, libraries, schools and 
churches came to ether to spread holiday cheer. The Elves set up Toy Box displays with red gift 
cards and piggy banks throughout town. The Toy Box Committee also extends a special thank you 
to Gorham Sand and Gravel for sponsoring many special toy and sports equipment requests. 
The Toy Box sorted foo  donations from The Buxton Commu ity Cupboard, Hannaford, churches,
organizations, and any individuals to provide dinners to each family who requested one. 
This year we upgraded our over-the-road ba ners thanks to enthusiastic support from Colonial 
Tree, Gorham Sand and Gravel, an  Narragans tt Number One Foundation. 
We are so inspired by the generosity of this town. If you wish to donate gifts, time, or funds to the 
Buxton Toy Box please call Mia Dodge at 207-807-8816. Although the Toy Box is most active 
between Thanksgiving and Christmas, one great way to help is to save new or gently used gift bags 
and boxes all year long.  
Respectfully submitted,




The Saco River Corridor Commission (SRCC) was created with one purpose in mind – to protect 
the rivers in the Saco Basin and all that these rivers represent to the people that live and work 
here. The legislature provided the start and the performance standards to initiate the program 
and the cleanliness of the river is a testament to that effort. The Commission’s role is one of 
partnership. Each town has an opportunity to choose two people to represent them on the board 
and in this way, the Commission is functioning more as a local/regional group working to keep 
the water clean and to keep Maine looking like Maine. It’s a fact that many people come to 
Maine from other places. They arrive proclaiming how wonderful Maine is, the clean air, the 
clean water and all the trees which looks “nothing like where they are from.” Invariably, as areas 
are built up, the values that people sought out change, bringing inappropriate uses to the shore 
land area that can lead to land and water based problems.  
The Town of Buxton is fortunate to have Sadie Cowley on the Commission and Jeremy Miller 
as an alternate member. Anyone interested in obtaining more information about how to represent 
your community through this Commission should contact the Commission Staff and we will 
explain the town’s role and the individual’s role as well. In a practical sense, Commissioners 
give the Town of Buxton an opportunity to participate in the present and future development 
patterns throughout the entire corridor from Fryeburg to Saco. Clean, healthy water is Maine’s 
greatest asset. It’s hard to understate this important fact. 
We are happy to report that in September we concluded our nineteenth year of the Saco River 
Water Quality Monitoring Program. Currently, staff and volunteers monitor for dissolved 
oxygen, conductivity, pH, turbidity, temperature, total phosphorus, and Escherichia coli. Our 
testing takes place on a bi-weekly schedule along the Saco, Ossipee, and Little Ossipee Rivers 
at 35 different locations during the months of May through September. All of the information 
relating to the past eighteen years of the Commission’s monitoring program can be found on our 
website located at www.srcc-maine.org. This information can be useful for Planning Boards, 
Code Enforcement Officers and developers in locating appropriate types of land uses close to 
the River.
The Commission’s job is to work with the communities in the Corridor to help keep the rivers 
clean and healthy. Copies of the water quality monitoring information are available in the office 
or questions can be asked by calling Dalyn Houser, the Commission’s Executive Director. As 
always, if the town or citizen has a place on the river they believe should be tested, we would 
love to hear about it. The Commission office is located at 81 Maple Street in Cornish, Maine 
(Telephone 207-625-8123) and can be found on the web at www.srcc-maine.org.
Saco River Corridor Commission
“Communities Working Together To Protect Our Rivers”
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Town Treasurer’s Report
(July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019)
Greetings from the Treasurer;                                                                                                                                  
In this year’s town report I have included the following information as a general overview of the 
town’s standing for fiscal year ending June 30, 2019.  A general fund expenditures chart showing 
the various operating expenses as a percent to total operating costs, a 5-Year tax assessment table, 
a list of revenues, a list of deposit accounts as well as a listing of all outstanding lien receivables 
for 2018-2019. An overview of this information shows that our expenses have increased 4.25% 
and our revenues have increased 6.41% over those in fiscal year 2017-2018. Our fund balance 
remains strong at $3,710,895, with an increase of $177,345 over the year ending balance of June 
30, 2018.  As always, the complete post-audit report for the last municipal year ending June 30, 
2019, is available for review at the municipal office. Please fee free to contact me or stop in if you 
should have any questions. 
Respectfully,    
Kimberly A. Beam, Town Treasurer
General Government includes town office administration, voter registration, and code enforcement. 
Public Safety represents our police, dispatch, fire, rescue, and other public safety. Recreation and Culture 
includes our parks, libraries, and cemeteries.  Community Services represents non-profit agency funding.
Town Treasurer's Report
(July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019)






















Town Treasurer’s Report (Cont.)
(July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019)Town Treasurer's Report (Continued)
(July 1, 2018- June 30, 2019)
FY2020 FY2019 FY2018 FY2017 FY2016
Town of Buxton 7,331,092 6,589,040 6,416,413 5,708,416 5,560,368
County of York 427,284 418,678 456,133 449,816 432,656
M.S.A.D.#6 7,754,585 7,423,641 7,027,974 6,788,635 6,609,536
TOTAL 15,512,961 14,431,359 13,900,520 12,946,867 12,602,559
Percentage of Tax Assessment
Town of Buxton 47% 46% 46% 44% 44%
County of York 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%
M.S.A.D. #6 50% 51% 51% 52% 52%
Percentage Increases/Decreases
Town of Buxton 11% 3% 12% 3% 10%
County of York 2% -8% 1% 4% 19%
M.S.A.D. #6 4% 6% 4% 3% 32%
Increase in Dollars $$
Town of Buxton 742,052 172,627 707,997 148,048 484,562
County of York 8,606 -37,455 6,317 17,160 68,149

















Town Treasurer's Report (Continued)
(July 1, 2018- June 30, 2019)
FY2020 FY2019 FY2018 FY2017 FY2016
Town of Buxton 7,331,092 6,589,040 6,416,413 5,708,416 5,560,368
County of York 427,284 418,678 456,133 449,816 432,656
M.S.A.D.#6 7,754,585 7,423,641 7,027,974 6,788,635 6,609,536
TOTAL 15,512,961 14,431,359 13,900,520 12,946,867 12,602,559
Percentage of Tax Assessment
Town of Buxton 47% 46% 46% 44% 44%
County of York 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%
M.S.A.D. #6 50% 51% 51% 52% 52%
Percentage Increases/Decreases
Town of Buxton 11% 3% 12% 3% 10%
County of York 2% -8% 1% 4% 19%
M.S.A.D. #6 4% 6% 4% 3% 32%
Increase in Dollars $$
Town of Buxton 742,052 172,627 707,997 148,048 484,562
ounty of ork 8,606 -37,455 6,317 17,160 68,149


















Town Treasurer’s Report (Cont.)
(July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019)Town Treasurer's Report (Continued)(July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019)
Account Name Budget Revenue Difference
PROPERTY TAXES 11,005,760$         10,918,888$         (86,872)$               
PROPERTY TAXES SUPPLEMENTIAL -$                          5,883$                  5,883$                  
EXCISE TAXES - VEHICLES 1,575,000$           1,864,689$           289,689$              
EXCISE TAXES - BOATS 7,500$                  9,093$                  1,593$                  
STATE-TREE GROWTH REFUND 8,000$                  7,463$                  (537)$                    
STATE REVENUE SHARING 313,347$              326,471$              13,124$                
URBAN-RURAL INITIATIVE PROGRAM 110,000$              109,488$              (512)$                    
STATE VETERANS TAX REIMBURSEMENT 4,000$                  5,796$                  1,796$                  
STATE FUEL TAX REFUND -$                          10,528$                10,528$                
GENERAL ASSISTANCE REIMBURSEMENT 2,000$                  1,950$                  (50)$                      
THE THOMAS AGENCY INC. -$                          3,305$                  3,305$                  
HOMESTEAD, STATE OF MAINE 326,706$              305,291$              (21,415)$               
RESCUE BILLING INCOME 225,000$              228,147$              3,147$                  
PLUMBING INSPECTION INCOME 8,500$                  9,586$                  1,086$                  
AUTO REGISTRATION FEE 25,000$                28,120$                3,120$                  
ATV AGENT FEE 200$                     386$                     186$                     
BOAT REG. - TOWN FEE 400$                     531$                     131$                     
SNOWMOBILE TOWN FEES 2,000$                  2,952$                  952$                     
WEAPONS PERMIT FEES 1,500$                  1,941$                  441$                     
RECYCLING INCOME 105,000$              133,594$              28,594$                
BOARD OF APPEALS INCOME 100$                     236$                     136$                     
PLANNING BOARD INCOME 300$                     4,654$                  4,354$                  
BLDG. INSPECTOR INCOME 50,000$                39,577$                (10,423)$               
TOWN CLERK INCOME / FEES 9,000$                  16,152$                7,152$                  
POLICE DEPARTMENT INCOME 900$                     1,164$                  264$                     
VOTER REGISTRATION INCOME -$                          70$                       70$                       
ANIMAL CONTROL INCOME 2,500$                  1,380$                  (1,120)$                 
DOG LICENSE / ANIMAL WELFARE ACT 6,500$                  7,310$                  810$                     
INTEREST EARNED ON INVESTMENTS 20,000$                103,061$              83,061$                
RESCUE INCOME -$                          -$                          -$                          
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT -$                          -$                          -$                          
FIRE DEPT / BAR MILLS -$                          -$                          -$                          
FIRE DEPT / GROVEVILLE INCOME -$                          -$                          -$                          
INTEREST / TAXES AND LIENS 19,500$                17,637$                (1,863)$                 
LEIN CHARGES -$                          10,693$                10,693$                
MISCELLANEOUS 2,000$                  16,446$                14,446$                
DESIGNATED SURPLUS 261,020$              -$                          (261,020)$             
UNDESIGNATED SURPLUS 484,495$              -$                          (484,495)$             
SODA MACHINE -$                          137$                     137$                     
CABLE FRANCHISE FEE 80,000$                88,779$                8,779$                  
STATE - BETE (BUS. EQUIP. TAX EXEMPTION) 31,727$                31,769$                42$                       
WAR MEMORIAL -$                          -$                          -$                          
FIRE / RESCUE DEPT. GRANTS -$                          -$                          -$                          
TOWER INCOME 16,000$                19,044$                3,044$                  
FEMA -$                          45,981$                45,981$                
BOND -$                          -$                          -$                          
TOTAL REVENUE 14,703,955$         14,378,192$         (325,763)$             
Revenues
July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019
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Town Treasurer’s Report (Cont.)
(July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019)
Town Treasurer's Report (Continued)
(July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019 )
Beginning Balance         
July 1, 2018
Ending Balance            
June 30, 2019
General Fund 3,533,550$                3,710,895$                 
Designated Accounts Beginning Balance         
July 1, 2018
Ending Balance            
June 30, 2019
Fire Fighting Equipment 77$                            77$                             
Pleasant Point Park Forestry 10,869$                     10,869$                      
Comprehensive Plan 3,063$                       3,063$                        
Highway Improvement 2,027$                       2,030$                        
Transfer Station Equipment 11,487$                     11,507$                      
Ambulance Replacement 248$                          249$                           
Buxton Tox Box 13,880$                     14,390$                      
Police Department:  Drug Enforcement 9,924$                       11,327$                      
Police Equitable Sharing 1,391$                       1,396$                        
Keep the Heat On 43,624$                     51,747$                      
Rescue Subcription 97,081$                     108,033$                    
Recreation Activities 355,160$                   354,879$                    
Other Grants 38,515$                     29,454$                      
Community Day 21,609$                     21,609$                      
Summer Library Program 612$                          612$                           
Restricted Trust Accounts
Bar Mills Sidewalk 1,531$                       1,539$                        
Berry Memorial Library 27,294$                     27,374$                      
Erickson, A. George - Ambulance 5,364$                       5,397$                        
Buxton Center Cemetery 4,508$                       4,535$                        
Came Burial/Cemetery 25,955$                     26,095$                      
Chase, Addie E. - Burial Lot 1,039$                       1,043$                        
Davis, Lena R. - Burial Lot 1,596$                       1,596$                        
Dearborn, Millard F. - Burial Lot 483$                          483$                           
Elwell, John Brown - Cemetery 2,103$                       2,110$                        
Frost, Charlotte L. - Burial Lot 225$                          226$                           
Jones, Mary - Burial Lot 10,349$                     10,417$                      
Junkins, Nellie - Burial Lot 3,139$                       3,151$                        
MacDonald, Hellen Marr - Burial Lot 4,418$                       4,444$                        
Martin, Lizzie - Burial Lot 211$                          211$                           
Perry, Alice - Burial Lot 1,590$                       1,596$                        
Rowe, Elizabeth - Burial Lot 755$                          757$                           
Tarbox, Mary E. - Burial Lot 211$                          211$                           
Waterman, Fannie R. - Burial Lot 4,386$                       4,401$                        
Churchill, Elvry - Scholarship 53,067$                     50,537$                      







* Partial Payment as of 3-6-2020
2012 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 1,468.91$                *
1,468.91$                
2013 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,009.54$                
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 932.53$                   *
2,942.07$                
2014 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,401.58$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,113.68$                
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 875.89$                   *
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,176.04$                
6,567.19$                
2015 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,438.92$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,146.41$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 92.50$                     *
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,100.18$                
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 194.77$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,080.64$                *
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,193.77$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 1,521.81$                *
9,769.00$                
2016 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,484.43$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,258.20$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 261.86$                   
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,139.77$                
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 197.32$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,336.08$                
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,213.72$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 2,586.63$                
PALERMO, TONY J 0005-0029 3,775.32$                
STUTES, DANNY 0002-0020 Lease 142.18$                   
15,395.51$              
2017 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
Liens Recievables
As of 06-30-2019
* Partial Payment as of 3-6-2020
2012 Lien R cievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 1,468.91$                *
1,468.91$                
2013 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,009.54$                
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 932.53$                   *
2,942.07$                
2014 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,401.58$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,113.68$                
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 875.89$                   *
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,176.04$                
6,567.19$                
2015 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,438.92$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,146.41$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 92.50$                     *
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,100.18$                
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 194.77$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,080.64$                *
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,193.77$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 1,521.81$                *
9,769.00$                
2016 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,484.43$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,258.20$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 261.86$                   
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,139.77$                
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 197.32$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,336.08$                
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,213.72$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 2,586.63$                
PALERMO, TONY J 0005-0029 3,775.32$                
STUTES, DANNY 0002-0020 Lease 142.18$                   
15,395.51$              
2017 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
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* Partial Payment as of 3-6-2020
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,441.38$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,280.62$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 264.04$                   
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,150.86$                
CASWELL, BRIAN 0005-0045A Lease2 205.64$                   
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 198.84$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,324.98$                
GORHAM, ROBERT D 001A-0065 264.12$                   *
HAMILTON, LINDSAY J 0001-0204-3 2,551.41$                
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,225.59$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 2,619.11$                
KINZER, MARTHA (HEIRS) 0007-0007-1A 1,800.56$                *
PALERMO, TONY J 0005-0029 3,813.39$                
STUTES, DANNY 0002-0020 Lease 143.15$                   
SWAIN, HAZEL HEIRS 0002-0045 Lease1 75.53$                     *
WALSH, SHARYN 0013-0016I 302.85$                   *
20,662.07$              
2018 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,442.83$                
BERGERON, CARL 0010-0043-7 1,315.09$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,333.39$                
BUBAR, FLOYD H 0003-0086 2,268.51$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 270.93$                   
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,180.10$                
CASWELL, BRIAN 0005-0045A Lease2 210.60$                   
CHICOPEE FARMS, LLC 0002-0020 3,578.94$                
COTE, DEBORAH L 0002-0045 Lease2 778.83$                   
CROCKETT, GRACE Heirs 0002-0047 55.26$                     *
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 203.59$                   
DAVIDSON, SHERWOOD 0004-0025 2,111.71$                
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,366.70$                
DOUCETTE, DONALD 0002-0038-2 848.98$                   
FIELD, MARK R 0011-0020C 837.76$                   
FISHER, SANDI 0001-0139-1 750.77$                   
FOGG, CHRISTOPHER 0010-0067A 1,603.47$                
FORAN, RICHARD 0010-0138D 1,652.35$                
FORBIS, SHARON 0012-0010 2,183.27$                
GORHAM, ROBERT D 001A-0065 1,379.33$                
HALLIDAY, GENEVA L 0002-0023-2 1,175.89$                
HALLIDAY, GENEVA L 0002-0023A 2,149.60$                
Name Map/Lot Total Due
HALLIDAY, GENEVA L 0002-0023 2,365.67$                
HAMILTON, LINDSAY J 0001-0204-3 2,556.48$                
Liens Recievables
As of 06-30-2019
* Partial Payment as of 3-6-2020
2012 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 1,468.91$                *
1,468.91$                
2013 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,009.54$                
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 932.53$                   *
2,942.07$                
2014 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,401.58$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,113.68$                
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 875.89$                   *
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,176.04$                
6,567.19$                
2015 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,438.92$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,146.41$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 92.50$                     *
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,100.18$                
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 194.77$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,080.64$                *
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,193.77$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 1,521.81$                *
9,769.00$                
2016 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,484.43$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,258.20$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 261.86$                   
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,139.77$                
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 197.32$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,336.08$                
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,213.72$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 2,586.63$                
PALERMO, TONY J 0005-0029 3,775.32$                
STUTES, DANNY 0002-0020 Lease 142.18$                   
15,395.51$              
2017 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
Liens Recievables
As of 06-30-2019
* Partial Payment as of 3-6-2020
2012 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 1,468.91$                *
1,468.91$                
2013 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,009.54$                
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 932.53$                   *
2,942.07$                
2014 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,401.58$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,113.68$                
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 875.89$                   *
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,176.04$                
6,567.19$                
2015 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,438.92$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,146.41$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 92.50$                     *
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,100.18$                
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 194.77$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,080.64$                *
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,193.77$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 1,521.81$                *
9,769.00$                
2016 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,484.43$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,258.20$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 261.86$                   
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,139.77$                
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 197.32$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,336.08$                
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,213.72$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 2,586.63$                
PALER O, TONY J 0005-0029 3,775.32$                
STUTES, DANNY 0002-0020 Lease 142.18$                   
15,395.51$              
2017 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
42




* Partial Payment as of 3-6-2020
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,441.38$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,280.62$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 264.04$                   
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,150.86$                
CASWELL, BRIAN 0005-0045A Lease2 205.64$                   
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 198.84$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,324.98$                
GORHAM, ROBERT D 001A-0065 264.12$                   *
HAMILTON, LINDSAY J 0001-0204-3 2,551.41$                
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,225.59$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 2,619.11$                
KINZER, MARTHA (HEIRS) 0007-0007-1A 1,800.56$                *
PALERMO, TONY J 0005-0029 3,813.39$                
STUTES, DANNY 0002-0020 Lease 143.15$                   
SWAIN, HAZEL HEIRS 0002-0045 Lease1 75.53$                     *
WALSH, SHARYN 0013-0016I 302.85$                   *
20,662.07$              
2018 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,442.83$                
BERGERON, CARL 0010-0043-7 1,315.09$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,333.39$                
BUBAR, FLOYD H 0003-0086 2,268.51$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 270.93$                   
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,180.10$                
CASWELL, BRIAN 0005-0045A Lease2 210.60$                   
CHICOPEE FARMS, LLC 0002-0020 3,578.94$                
COTE, DEBORAH L 0002-0045 Lease2 778.83$                   
CROCKETT, GRACE Heirs 0002-0047 55.26$                     *
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 203.59$                   
DAVIDSON, SHERWOOD 0004-0025 2,111.71$                
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,366.70$                
DOUCETTE, DONALD 0002-0038-2 848.98$                   
FIELD, MARK R 0011-0020C 837.76$                   
FISHER, SANDI 0001-0139-1 750.77$                   
FOGG, CHRISTOPHER 0010-0067A 1,603.47$                
FORAN, RICHARD 0010-0138D 1,652.35$                
FORBIS, SHARON 0012-0010 2,183.27$                
GORHAM, ROBERT D 001A-0065 1,379.33$                
HALLIDAY, GENEVA L 0002-0023-2 1,175.89$                
HALLIDAY, GENEVA L 0002-0023A 2,149.60$                
Name Map/Lot Total Due
HALLIDAY, GENEVA L 0002-0023 2,365.67$                
HAMILTON, LINDSAY J 0001-0204-3 2,556.48$                
Liens Recievables
As of 06-30-2019
* Partial Payment as of 3-6-2020
HAVU, SCOTT 0001-0163 2,872.16$                
HEAD, RANDY L 0004-0017 1,138.72$                
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,257.27$                
HOWARD, ROBERT 0010-0141-6 1,308.71$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 2,696.44$                
JACOBS, JEREMIAH 0009-0005B 986.48$                   
KINZER, MARTHA (HEIRS) 0007-0007-1A 1,954.23$                
LAMARRE, ANNETTE L 0004-0017B 1,774.76$                
LIBBY, KAREN 0017-0005 642.94$                   *
LISTER, JOHN 0003-0101C 1,127.15$                
MACDONALD, EDNA (HEIRS) 0013-0016E 1,732.55$                
MCKENNA, PATTI 0010-0027-2 1,063.30$                
MECAP 0018-0003-1 2,530.87$                
MECAP 0018-0005A 861.08$                   
MEEHAN, JAMES 0010-0040K 1,770.78$                
MEIKLE, JEFFREY W 0004-0051-2 2,045.78$                
MITCHELL, DAWNA 0002-0038-1A 1,008.93$                
MORSE, BETHANY 0007-0051 1,680.59$                
MORSE, ANTOINETTE (HEIRS) 0007-0070B 994.27$                   *
MORTON, PHILIP 0007-0070B 1,097.32$                
PALERMO, TONY J 0005-0029 3,930.05$                
PALMER, MARY 001A-0125-3 1,697.82$                
PARKER, SHAWN 0010-0009-18 645.20$                   
PINE TREE GARAGE 0006-0032B 3,293.07$                
REYNOLDS, JESSE 0002-0003 446.77$                   
REYNOLDS, JESSE 0001-0194-4-4 2,438.86$                
RICHARDS, THOMAS 0010-0091-3 630.71$                   
RICKMAN, JOYCE 0007-0053-3 578.83$                   *
ROBERTS, CLAUDIA 0003-0054 1,773.24$                
SEPTEMBER FARM, INC 0010-0149 3,361.47$                
STUTES, DANNY 0002-0020 Lease 146.06$                   
SWAIN, HAZEL (HEIRS) 0002-0045 2,441.43$                
SWAIN, HAZEL HEIRS 0002-0045 Lease1 223.23$                   
THEBARGE, PAUL F 0010-0133 6,739.98$                
WALSH, SHARYN 0013-0016I 1,090.30$                
WARD, DENNIS 0004-0012-12 503.85$                   
WARREN, MARIE L HEIRS 0018-0011B 1,097.32$                
WINCHESTER, KAREN A 0010-0138-2 1,424.66$                *
98,627.23$              
155,431.98$            
Liens Recievables
As of 06-30-2019
* Partial Payment as of 3-6-2020
2012 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 1,468.91$                *
1,468.91$                
2013 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,009.54$                
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 932.53$                   *
2,942.07$                
2014 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,401.58$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,113.68$                
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 875.89$                   *
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,176.04$                
6,567.19$                
2015 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,438.92$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,146.41$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 92.50$                     *
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,100.18$                
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 194.77$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,080.64$                *
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,193.77$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 1,521.81$                *
9,769.00$                
2016 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
ANDERSON, BARBARA E 0001-0137-1 2,484.43$                
BLACK, ETHEL A HEIRS 0009-0017 2,258.20$                
BURNS- MALM, NICOLE 0009-0006-18 Lease 261.86$                   
CARRIER, JEAN R 0004-0026 1,139.77$                
DAVIDSON, SHERI 0004-0025 Lease1 197.32$                   
DAVIS, LEONA (HEIRS) 0010-0033 1,336.08$                
HILL, LORRIANE HEIRS 0002-0058K-1 1,213.72$                
JACKSON, FAYE HEIRS 0002-0059B 2,586.63$                
PALERMO, TONY J 0005-0029 3,775.32$                
STUTES, DANNY 0002-0020 Lease 142.18$                   
15,395.51$              
2017 Lien Recievables
Name Map/Lot Total Due
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February 10, 2015 
 
Board of Selectmen  




We were engaged by the Town of Buxton and have audited the financial statements of 
the Town of Buxton as of and for the year ended June 30, 2014.  The following 
statements and schedules have been excerpted from the 2014 financial statements, a 
complete copy of which, including our opinion thereon, is available for inspection at the 
Town Office.   
 
Included herein are: 
 
 Net Position          Table 1 
 
 Budgetary Comparison Schedule – Budgetary Basis 
  Budget to Actual - General Fund      Schedule 1 
 
 Balance Sheet – Governmental Funds      Statement C 
 
 Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and 
    Changes in Fund Balances – Governmental Funds   Statement E 
 
 Schedule of Departmental Operations                                   Schedule A 
 
Combining Balance Sheet – Nonmajor Governmental Funds  Schedule B 
 
Combining Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes 






Proven Expertise and Integrity 
 
 
3 Old Orchard Road, Buxton, Maine 04093 
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statements and schedules have been excerpted from the 2014 financial statements, a 
complete copy of which, including our opinion thereon, is available for inspection at the 
Town Offic .   
 
Included herein are: 
 
 Net Position          Table 1 
 
 Budgetary Comparison Schedule – Budgetary Basis 
  Budg t to Actual - G neral Fund      ch dule 1 
 
 Balanc  Sheet – Gov rnmental F nd       Statement C 
 
 Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and 
    C ang s in Fund Balances – Governmental Funds   tat ment E 
 
 Schedule of Departmental Operations                                   l  A 
 
i i  Balance Sheet – Nonmajor Governmental Funds  Schedule B 
 
Combining Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes 






Proven Expertise and Integrity 
 
 
3 Old Orchard Road, Buxton, Maine 04093 









March 11, 2020 
 
Board of Selectmen  




We were engaged by the Town of Buxton, Maine and have audited the financial 
statements of the Town of Buxton, Maine as of and for the year ended June 30, 2019.  
The f llowing statements and schedules have been excerpted from the 2019 financial 
state ents, a complete copy of which, including our opinion thereon, is available for 
inspection at the Town Office.   
 
Included herein are: 
 
 Net Position          Table 1 
 
 Budgetary Comparison Schedule - Budgetary Basis -  
  Budget and Actual - General Fund     Schedule 1 
 
 Balance Sheet - Governmental Funds      Statement C 
 
 Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and 
    Changes in Fund Balances - Governmental Funds   Statement E 
 
 Schedule of Departmental Operations - General Fund              Schedule A 
 
Combining Balance Sheet - Nonmajor Governmental Funds  Schedule B 
 
Combining Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes 







3 Old Orchard Road, Buxton, Maine 04093 




TOWN OF BUXTON, MAINE 
 
NET POSITION 








Current Assets 4,989,266$    4,657,868$    
Noncurrent Assets 7,169,536      6,888,457      
Total Assets 12,158,802    11,546,325    
Deferred Outflows of Resources:
Deferred Outflows Related to OPEB 18,206           20,687           
Total Deferred Outflows of Resources 18,206           20,687           
Liabilities:
Current Liabilities 405,532         511,629         
Noncurrent Liabilities 1,987,485      1,927,135      
Total Liabilities 2,393,017      2,438,764      
Deferred Inflows of Resources:
Prepaid Taxes 24,948           35,640           
Deferred Inflows Related to OPEB 21,048           8,698              
Total Deferred Inflows of Resources 45,996           44,338           
Net Position:
Net Investment in Capital Assets 5,096,155      4,765,283      
Restricted: Special Revenue Funds 40,781           48,439           
Permanent Funds 166,227         168,519         
Unrestricted 4,434,832      4,101,669      
Total Net Position 9,737,995$    9,083,910$    
46
SCHEDULE 1 
TOWN OF BUXTON, MAINE 
 
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE - BUDGETARY BASIS 
BUDGET AND ACTUAL - GENERAL FUND 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2019 
See accompanying independent auditors’ report and notes to financial statements. 
Variance
Actual Positive
Original Final Amounts (Negative)
Budgetary Fund Balance, July 1 3,533,550$    3,533,550$    3,533,550$    -$                   
Resources (Inflows):
Property taxes 11,005,760    11,005,760    10,924,771    (80,989)         
Excise taxes 1,582,500      1,582,500      1,873,782      291,282        
Intergovernmental 795,780         795,780         844,737         48,957          
Charges for services 532,900         532,900         594,246         61,346          
Investment income 39,500           39,500           120,698         81,198          
Miscellaneous revenues 2,000              2,000              19,374           17,374          
Amounts Available for Appropriation 17,491,990    17,491,990    17,911,158    419,168        
Charges to Appropriations (Outflows):
General government 1,817,756      1,854,676      1,752,093      102,583        
Public safety 2,231,815      2,325,730      2,180,726      145,004        
Health and welfare 772,524         779,857         752,687         27,170          
Recreation and culture 127,221         178,629         120,715         57,914          
Education 7,423,641      7,423,641      7,423,641      -                     
Public works 1,139,497      1,203,339      1,080,324      123,015        
County tax 418,678         418,678         418,678         -                     
Unclassified 51,407           58,088           49,371           8,717             
Debt service:
Principal 90,000           90,000           90,000           -                     
Interest 32,441           32,441           32,441           -                     
Capital outlay 300,955         338,876         299,587         39,289          
Total Charges to Appropriations 14,405,935    14,703,955    14,200,263    503,692        
Budgetary Fund Balance, June 30 3,086,055$    2,788,035$    3,710,895$    922,860$      
Utilization of assigned fund balance -$                    261,020$       -$                    (261,020)$     
Utilization of unassigned fund balance 447,495         484,495         -                      (484,495)       
447,495$       745,515$       -$                    (745,515)$     
Budgeted Amounts
SCHEDULE 1 
TOWN OF BUXTON, MAINE 
 
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE - BUDGETARY BASIS 
BUDGET AND ACTUAL - GENERAL FUND 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2019 
See accompanying independent auditors’ report and notes to financial statements. 
Variance
Actual Positive
Original Final Amounts (Negative)
Budgetary Fund Balance, July 1 3,533,550$    3,533,550$    3,533,550$    -$                   
Resources (Inflows):
Property taxes 11,005,760    11,005,760    10,924,771    (80,989)         
Excise taxes 1,582,500      1,582,500      1,873,782      291,282        
Intergovernmental 795,780         795,780         844,737         48,957          
Charges for services 532,900         532,900         594,246         61,346          
Investment income 39,500           39,500           120,698         81,198          
Miscellaneous revenues 2,000              2,000              19,374           17,374          
Amounts Available for Appropriation 17,491,990    17,491,990    17,911,158    419,168        
Charges to Appropriations (Outflows):
General government 1,817,756      1,854,676      1,752,093      102,583        
Public safety 2,231,815      2,325,730      2,180,726      145,004        
Health and welfare 772,524         779,857         752,687         27,170          
Recreation and culture 127,221         178,629         120,715         57,914          
Education 7,423,641      7,423,641      7,423,641      -                     
Public works 1,139,497      1,203,339      1,080,324      123,015        
County tax 418,678         418,678         418,678         -                     
Unclassified 51,407           58,088           49,371           8,717             
Debt service:
Principal 90,000           90,000           90,000           -                     
Interest 32,441           32,441           32,441           -                     
Capital outlay 300,955         338,876         299,587         39,289          
Total Charges to Appropriations 14,405,935    14,703,955    14,200,263    503,692        
Budgetary Fund Balance, June 30 3,086,055$    2,788,035$    3,710,895$    922,860$      
Utilization of assigned fund balance -$                    261,020$       -$                    (261,020)$     
Utilization of unassigned fund balance 447,495         484,495         -                      (484,495)       




TOWN OF BUXTON, MAINE
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE – BUDGETARY BASIS
BUDGET AND ACTUAL – GENERAL FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016
See accompanying independent auditors’ report and notes to financial statements.
Variance
Actual Positive
Original Final Amounts (Negative)
Budgetary Fund Balance, July 1 2,628,940$ 2,628,940$ 2,628,940$ -$                  
Resources (Inflows):
Property taxes 9,921,289 9,921,289 9,957,694 36,405
Excise taxes 1,380,000 1,380,000 1,574,797 194,797
Intergovernmental:
State revenue sharing 284,169 284,169 306,044 21,875
Homestead 116,420 116,420 115,414 (1,006)
Local road assistance 110,000 110,000 109,628 (372)
Tree growth 8,500 8,500 8,424 (76)
General assistance 2,000 2,000 924 (1,076)
Other 4,611 4,611 34,338 29,727
Charges for services 495,997 495,997 591,379 95,382
Investment income 3,500 3,500 13,032 9,532
Interest fees on taxes 18,000 18,000 36,859 18,859
Miscellaneous revenues 18,000 18,000 17,841 (159)
Amounts Available for Appropriation 14,991,426  14,991,426  15,395,314  403,888
Charges to Appropriations (Outflows):
General government 1,514,684 1,552,589 1,458,262 94,327
Public safety 1,779,708 1,792,538 1,805,601 (13,063)
Health and welfare 713,437 713,437 718,252 (4,815)
Recreation and culture 67,135 93,559 70,314 23,245
Education 6,609,536 6,609,536 6,609,536 -
Public works 970,588 1,042,287 804,178 238,109
County tax 432,656 432,656 432,656 -
Unclassified 69,993 90,638 25,657 64,981
Debt service:
Principal 90,000 90,000 90,000 -
Interest 23,542 23,542 23,542 -
Capital outlay 272,083 285,844 231,547 54,297
Transfers to other funds 59,197 59,197 59,197 -
Total Charges to Appropriations 12,602,559  12,785,823  12,328,742  457,081
Budgetary Fund Balance, June 30 2,388,867$ 2,205,603$ 3,066,572$ 860,969$       
Utilization of unassigned fund balance 240,073$     255,073$     -$                 (255,073)$     
Utilization of assigned fund balance - 168,264 - (168,264)
240,073$     423,337$     -$                 (423,337)$     
Budgeted Amounts
STATEMENT C 
TOWN OF BUXTON, MAINE 
 
BALANCE SHEET - GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
JUNE 30, 2019 
 





Cash and cash equivalents 4,305,164$   49,357$         4,354,521$   
Investments -                     164,2 6         164,216        
Accounts receivable (net of allowance for uncollectibles):
Taxes 224,425        -                       224,425        
Liens 152,450        -                       152,450        
Other 91,192          2,462              93,654           
Due from other funds 4,881             567,321         572,202        
TOTAL ASSETS 4,778,112$   783,356$       5,561,468$   
LIABILITIES
Accounts payable 137,596$      -$                    137,596$      
Due to other funds 567,321        4,881              572,202        
TOTAL LIABILITIES 704,917        4,881              709,798        
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Prepaid taxes 24,948          -                       24,948           
Deferred tax venues 37,352        -                       337,352        
TOTAL DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES 2,300        -                       362,300        
FUND BALANCES
Nonspendable - principal -                     55,100            55,100           
Restricted -                     151,908         151,908        
Committed -                     15,545            15,545           
Assigned 910,074        557,724         1,467,798     
Unassigned 2,800,821     (1,802)             2,799,019     
TOTAL FUND BALANCES 3,710,895     778,475         4,489,370     
TOTAL LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS OF
RESOURCES AND FUND BALANCES 4, 78,112$   783,356$       5,561,468$   
48
SCHEDULE 1
TOWN OF BUXTON, MAINE
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE – BUDGETARY BASIS
BUDGET AND ACTUAL – GENERAL FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016
See accompanying independent auditors’ report and notes to financial statements.
Variance
Actual Positive
Original Final Amounts (Negative)
Budgetary Fund Balance, July 1 2,628,940$ 2,628,940$ 2,628,940$ -$                  
Resources (Inflows):
Property taxes 9,921,289 9,921,289 9,957,694 36,405
Excise taxes 1,380,000 1,380,000 1,574,797 194,797
Intergovernmental:
State revenue sharing 284,169 284,169 306,044 21,875
Homestead 116,420 116,420 115,414 (1,006)
Local road assistance 110,000 110,000 109,628 (372)
Tree growth 8,500 8,500 8,424 (76)
General assistance 2,000 2,000 924 (1,076)
Other 4,611 4,611 34,338 29,727
Charges for services 495,997 495,997 591,379 95,382
Investment income 3,500 3,500 13,032 9,532
Interest fees on taxes 18,000 18,000 36,859 18,859
Miscellaneous revenues 18,000 18,000 17,841 (159)
Amounts Available for Appropriation 14,991,426  14,991,426  15,395,314  403,888
Charges to Appropriations (Outflows):
General government 1,514,684 1,552,589 1,458,262 94,327
Public safety 1,779,708 1,792,538 1,805,601 (13,063)
Health and welfare 713,437 713,437 718,252 (4,815)
Recreation and culture 67,135 93,559 70,314 23,245
Education 6,609,536 6,609,536 6,609,536 -
Public works 970,588 1,042,287 804,178 238,109
County tax 432,656 432,656 432,656 -
Unclassified 69,993 90,638 25,657 64,981
Debt service:
Principal 90,000 90,000 90,000 -
Interest 23,542 23,542 23,542 -
Capital outlay 272,083 285,844 231,547 54,297
Transfers to other funds 59,197 59,197 59,197 -
Total Charges to Appropriations 12,602,559  12,785,823  12,328,742  457,081
Budgetary Fund Balance, June 30 2,388,867$ 2,205,603$ 3,066,572$ 860,969$       
Utilization of unassigned fund balance 240,073$     255,073$     -$                 (255,073)$     
Utilization of assigned fund balance - 168,264 - (168,264)
240,073$     423,337$     -$                 (423,337)$     
Budgeted Amounts
STATEMENT E 
TOWN OF BUXTON, MAINE 
 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND 
BALANCES - GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
 FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2019 
 






Property 10,924,771$    -$                   10,924,771$   
Excise 1,873,782        -                     1,873,782        
Intergovernmental 844,737            -                     844,737           
Charges for services 594,246            339,004        933,250           
Miscellaneous revenues 140,072            22,960          163,032           
TOTAL REVENUES 14,377,608      361,964        14,739,572     
EXPENDITURES
Current:
General government 1,752, 93        -                     1,752,093        
Public safety 2,180,726        -                     2,180,726        
Health and welfare 752,687            13,700          766,387           
Recreation nd cultur 120,715            -                     120,715           
Education 7,423,641        -                     7,423,641        
Public works 1,080,324        -                     1,080,324        
County tax 418,678            -                     418,678           
Unclassified 49,371              275,044        324,415           
Debt service:
Principal 90,000              -                     90,000             
Interest 32,441              -                     32,441             
Capital outlay 299,587            -                     299,587           
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 14,200,263      288,744        14,489,007     
NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES 177,345            73,220          250,565           
FUND BALANCES - JULY 1, RESTATED 3,533,550        705,255        4, 38,805        
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TOWN OF BUXTON, MAINE 
 
COMBINING BALANCE SHEET - NONMAJOR GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
JUNE 30, 2019 






  Cash and cash equivalents 45,288$           4,069$             49,357$           
  Investments -                        164,216           164,216           
  Accounts receivable (net of allowance
    for uncollectibles) 2,462               -                        2,462               
  Due from other funds 566,379           942                   567,321           
TOTAL ASSETS 614,129$         169,227$         783,356$         
LIABILITIES
  Due to other funds 1,881$             3,000$             4,881$             
TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,881               3,000               4,881               
FUND BALANCES
  Nonspendable - principal  -                        55,100             55,100             
  Restricted 40,781             111,127           151,908           
  Committed 15,545             -                        15,545             
  Assigned 557,724           -                        557,724           
  Unassigned (1,802)              -                        (1,802)              
TOTAL FUND BALANCES 612,248           166,227           778,475           
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND
  BALANCES 614,129$         169,227$         783,356$         
SCHEDULE B 
TOWN OF BUXTON, MAINE 
 
COMBINING BALANCE SHEET - NONMAJOR GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
JUNE 30, 2019 
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SCHEDULE C 
TOWN OF BUXTON, MAINE 
 
COMBINING SCHEDULE OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN 
FUND BALANCES - NONMAJOR GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2019 






Interest income 21,952$          1,008$            22,960$          
Charges for services 339,004          -                       339,004          
TOTAL REVENUES 360,956          1,008              361,964          
EXPENDITURES
Other 285,444          3,300              288,744          
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 285,444          3,300              288,744          
NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES 75,512            (2,292)             73,220            
FUND BALANCES - JULY 1, RESTATED 536,736          168,519          705,255          
FUND BALANCES - JUNE 30 612,248$       166,227$       778,475$       
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In Compliance with 30-A M.S.R.A § 2801 The Tax Commitment, including a 
list of all delinquent taxpayers and the amount due from each, is a separate 
handout that is part of the Annual Town Report.  Copies are available at the 




 Elizabeth Pratt 
Tax Collector 
I N C O R P O R T E D
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Warrants for  
Special Town Meeting 
July 1, 2018 ~ June 30, 2019 
 
I N C O R P O R T E D











Town of Buxton, Maine
November 28, 2018
Special Town Meeting Results
At a meeting of the inhabitants, legal voters of the Town of Buxton in the State of Maine and 
County of York, duly warned and notified as per Warrant, held at the Buxton Municipal Building, 
185 Portland Road in said Buxton on November 28, 2018, acting on the Warrant Articles.
The Special Town Meeting was called to order by Town Clerk John L. Myers, Jr. at 7:02 PM.  The 
meeting was called to order latter than the posted 7:00 PM, due to the attendees checking in with 
voter registration.  There were thirty-five people in attendance.  The Town Clerk read the Warrant 
call, the Officer’s Return and then proceeded with Article 1; to choose a moderator to preside at 
said meeting, asking for nominations for moderator.
Article 1. Motion made by Chad Poitras and seconded by Jean Harmon to nominate Hiram R. 
Davis as moderator.  Motion made by Clifford Emery and 2nd by Jean Harmon to 
cease nominations. The Town Clerk ruled an affirmative vote to cease nominations. 
Three written ballots were cast all in favor of Hiram R. Davis as Moderator.  The 
Town Clerk administered the Moderator’s oath of office to Hiram R. Davis.
Article 2. Motion made by Jean Harmon and seconded by Clifford Emery to approve Article 
2 as written. To approve $104,223.17 from Undesignated Surplus to reconcile the 
following accounts for fiscal year 2017-2018:
       Legal   $10,913.62
       General Insurance $93,309.55
       Total            $104,223.17
The Moderator declared an Affirmative Vote on the motion to approve Article 2.
Article 3. Motion made by Jean Harmon and seconded by Clifford Emery to approve Article 3
as written.  To appropriate $37,000.00 from Undesignated Surplus for the 
purchase and installation of heat pumps at the Bar Mills Fire Station and 
Groveville Fire Station.
The Moderator declared an Affirmative Vote on the motion to approve Article 3.
Motion made by Clifford Emery and 2nd by Jason Grant to adjourn the meeting. The Moderator 
declared an Affirmative Vote on the motion to adjourn the meeting. The meeting was adjourned at 
7:15 PM.
                                                                             Respectfully Recorded,






Town of Buxton 
 
2019 ~ 2020 
 
Appropriations 
I N C O R P O R T E D











Article # Appropriation For
5 380 Chicopee Rd, Demolish & Remove 46,500.00$               Undesignated Surplus
6 Maine Bond Bank 120,224.00               
7 Town Hall Addition, Payment 2 of 10 51,307.00                 
8 Administrative Salaries 353,450.00               
9 Code Enforcement Department 146,183.00               
10 Occupancy, Postage & Office Supplies 99,425.00                 
11 Insurance 790,708.00               
12 Legal Services 45,000.00                 
13 Audit & Accounting Services 7,100.00                   
14 Town Report 6,000.00                   
15 Assessing Services 25,600.00                 
16 Web Page & Televised Meetings 5,330.00                   
17 Restoration of Records 3,214.00                   
18 250th Centennial Celebration 5,000.00                   Undesignated Surplus
19 Employee Retirement Fund 130,515.00               
20 Technology Account 46,592.00                 
21 Revitalization Expenses 1,000.00                   
22 Miscellaneous Expenses 38,000.00                 
23 Municipal Buildings Repair/Maintenance 23,100.00                 
24 LED Message Board/Sign, Half -                            
25 Edlen Store Building, New Generator 5,500.00                   Undesignated Surplus
26 Appeals Board 400.00                      
27 Planning Board 8,880.00                   
28 Voter Registration 19,558.00                 
29 Fire & Rescue Department 1,195,693.00            
30 Dry Hydrant -                            
31 Body Armor Vests for Fire/Rescue Dept. 3,600.00                   Undesignated Surplus
32 Fire Chief Vehicle 47,000.00                 
33 Ambulance, Payment 2 of 5 40,111.00                 
34 Fire Engine, Payment 2 of 7 65,383.00                 
35 Police Department 1,246,965.00            
36 Police Patrol Vehicle 48,760.00                 
37 Police Tasers, Payment 4 of 5 4,320.00                   Undesignated Surplus
38 Police Deptment Bar Code Scanner 4,500.00                   Undesignated Surplus
39 Recreation Department Director's Salary 54,309.00                 
40 Recreation Department 81,630.00                 Recreation Enterprise Account
41 Street Lighting 19,500.00                 
42 General Assistance, Indigent Relief 13,000.00                 
Town of Buxton
2019 - 2020 Appropriations
June 15, 2019
Amount Approved
43 Transfer Station & Sanitation Services 791,286.00               
44 Closed Landfills Monitoring & Testing 5,750.00                   
45 40 Yard Container, Transfer Station 14,000.00                 Undesignated Surplus
46 Regional Public Access Facility 31,000.00                 Cable Franchise Fees
47 Public Works Department 876,007.00               
48 Freightliner 10-Wheel Trucks, Payment 2 of 5 73,466.00                 
49 Freightliner Dump/Plow Truck, Payment 4 of 5 31,764.00                 
50 Resurfacing & Sealing CertainRoads 300,000.00               
51 Crack Sealing Certain Roads 20,000.00                 
52 Striping Roads 17,500.00                 
53 Open Space Account 3,000.00                   Undesignated Surplus
54 Little League/Softball & Snowmobile Club 10,500.00                 
55 Rivers, Parks and Cemeteries 44,396.00                 
56 Berry & West Buxton Libraries 27,500.00                 
57 Boy, Cub & Girl Scouts 4,125.00                   
58 Charitable Contributions 10,150.00                 
59 Social Security (FICA) 267,291.00               
7,331,092.00$          
Ambulance Replacement Fund -$                          
Animal Control Income 2,500.00                   
ATV Agent Fees 200.00                      
Auto Excise Tax 1,675,000.00            
Auto Registration Fees 25,000.00                 
Board of Appeals 100.00                      
Boat Excise Tax 7,500.00                   
Boat Registration Fees 400.00                      
Building Permits 50,000.00                 
Cable Franchise Fees 80,000.00                 Article + $49,000
Cell Tower Income 16,000.00                 
Concealed Weapon Permits 1,500.00                   
Dog Fees - Special Income 7,000.00                   
Fire Fighting Equipment Fund -                            
Highway Equipment Fund -                            
Highway Improvement Fund -                            
Interest Earned on Savings 45,000.00                 
Interest on Taxes & Liens 19,500.00                 
Miscellaneous Revenues 2,000.00                   
Police Department 900.00                      
Planning Board 300.00                      
Plumbing Permits 8,500.00                   
Property Tax 3,467,637.46            
Funding Sources for Annual Town Meeting Appropriations
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Recreation Enterprise Accounting 81,630.00                 
Recycling Income 110,000.00               
Rescue Billing Income 225,000.00               
Snowmobile Registration Fees 2,000.00                   
State General Assistants Reimb. 2,000.00                   
State Homestead Program 344,497.39               
State BETE Reimbursement 46,295.01                 
State Local Road Assistance 110,000.00               
State Municipal Revenue Sharing 443,212.14               
State Tree Growth Reimb. 8,000.00                   
State Veterans Tax Reimb. 4,000.00                   
Town Clerk 9,000.00                   
Transfer Station Equip. Fund -                            
Undesignated Surplus 536,420.00               Articles + $450,000
7,331,092.00$          
Percentage Mil Rate Per Thousand
66.437%        School Assessment 7,754,584.46$          9.85$                             
29.709%        Town Assessment 3,467,637.46            4.40                               
0.194%        Town Overlay 22,655.12                 0.03                               
3.661%        York County Assessment 427,283.42               0.54                               
100.000% Tax Commitment 11,672,160.46$        14.82$                           
47.189%         Town Budget 7,331,092.00$          
49.915%         School Assessment 7,754,584.46            
0.146%         Town Overlay 22,655.12                 
2.750%         York County Assessment 427,283.42               
100.000%         Total Budget 15,535,615.00$        
        Less Reveunes (3,863,454.54)           
        Equals Tax Commitment 11,672,160.46$        
Prepared By:  Town Clerk/Office Manager Dated:  August 29, 2019
Total Budget
July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020 Property Tax Commitment
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WARRANT FOR THE 




The Annual Town Meeting for 2020 
The Annual Town Meeting date for the Town of Buxton is the second Tuesday in July.  The polls 
will be open from 6 AM to 8 PM for the election of the Municipal Officials.  The election of the 
Moderator will be at 5:30 AM. The Moderator is the person in charge on Election Day and will 
moderate the meeting held on the following Saturday, starting at 9 AM.  The Saturday meeting is 
an open Town Meeting whereby those voters in attendance will vote on the Town's annual budget, 
zoning changes, and any other items on the Warrant. The Warrant is the agenda for the day as 
prepared and approved by the Board of Selectmen.  Those elected to office at the polls on Tuesday 
will take office at the adjournment of the Annual Town Meeting on Saturday. Both the secret 
ballot vote on Tuesday and the open Town Meeting on Saturday will be held at the Bar Mills Fire 
Department, 174 Portland Road. These two meetings together, comprise the Annual Town 
Meeting. This year, 2020, the dates are Tuesday, July 14 and Saturday, July 18.  For more 






TOWN OF BUXTON 
  
WARRANT FOR THE 2020 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING 
 
STATE OF MAINE              County of York, ss. 
 




In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby requested to notify and warn the inhabitants of said 
Town of Buxton qualified to vote in town affairs to meet at the Municipal Building at the Municipal 
Complex on the Portland Road in said Buxton on Tuesday, the fourteen day of July A.D. 2020 (July 14, 
2020) at 5:30 a.m. (Five-thirty) in the morning to act on Article 1.  The polls will open at 6:00 a.m. (Six 
O’clock) in the forenoon to act on Article 2 and will close at 8:00 p.m. (Eight O’clock) in the evening.  
The meeting to be continued on Saturday the eighteenth day of July A.D. 2020 (July 18, 2020) at 9:00 a.m. 
(Nine O’clock) in the forenoon at the Bar Mills Fire Station located at 174 Portland Road to act on the 
remaining warrant articles: 
 
Article 1. To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
 
Article 2. To choose Town Officials for the ensuing year, effective upon the Town Clerk’s
 declaration of the elected officials in 2020. 
 
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to increase the property tax levy limit of $___________ 
            established for the Town of Buxton by State law in the event that the municipal      
            budget approved under the following articles will result in a tax commitment that  
            is greater than that property tax levy limit. 
 
Article 4. To see what sum not to exceed $115,984.00 (One Hundred Fifteen Thousand Nine 
 Hundred Eighty Four Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for interest  and 
 principal payments to the Maine Bond Bank for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 
  Principal Due  11/1/2019  $90,000.00 
  Interest Due  11/1/2019  $11,201.00 
  Interest Due  5/1/2020  $14,783.00 
   
Requested $115,984.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $115,984.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
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Article 5. To see what sum not to exceed $51,307.00 (Fifty One Thousand Three Hundred 
 Seven Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for the third payment of ten 
 payments for an addition to the Buxton Town Hall Municipal building, pursuant to 
 the vote taken under Article 38 Annual Town Meeting June 17, 2017 for fiscal year 
 2020-2021.    
 
Requested $51,307.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $51,307.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $51,307.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 6. To see what sum not to exceed $367,000.00 (Three Hundred Sixty Seven Thousand 
 Dollars) the Town will vote to be used for  officers’ salaries and staff salaries for 
 fiscal year 2020-2021. 
  
Requested $367,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $367,000.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $367,000.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
  
Article 7. To see what sum not to exceed $149,167.00 (One Hundred Forty Nine Thousand One 
 Hundred Sixty Seven Dollars) the Town will vote to be used for Code 
 Enforcement Office salaries, equipment and supplies for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $149,167.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $149,167.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $149,167.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
       
Article 8. To see what sum not to exceed $102,800.00 (One Hundred Two Thousand Eight 
 Hundred Dollars) the Town will vote to be used for Town  Hall occupancy expenses, 
 office supplies, postage, telephones, and office equipment  repairs for fiscal year 
 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $102,800.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $102,800.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $102,800.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 9. To see what sum not to exceed $874,920.00 (Eight Hundred Seventy Four Thousand 
 Nine Hundred Twenty Dollars) the Town will vote to be used for  payment of all 
 Town  Insurance including motor vehicles, building and contents, equipment, 







Requested $874,920.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $874,920.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 






Article 10. To see what sum not to exceed $60,000.00 (Sixty Thousand Dollars) the Town will 
 vote to be used for legal services for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $60,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $60,000.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $60,000.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 11. To see what sum not to exceed $13,250.00 (Thirteen Thousand Two Hundred Fifty 
 Dollars) the Town will vote to be used for the Annual Audit and other accounting 
 services for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $13,250.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $13,250.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $13,250.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
   
Article 12. To see what sum not to exceed $6,000.00 (Six Thousand Dollars) the Town will vote 
 to be used for the preparation of the Town Report for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $6,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $6,000.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $6,000.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 13. To see what sum not to exceed $26,250.00 (Twenty Six Thousand Two Hundred Fifty 
 Dollars) the Town will vote to be used for Assessing Services for fiscal year 2020-
 2021. 
   
Requested $26,250.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $26,250.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $26,250.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
   
Article 14. To see what sum not to exceed $5,365.00 (Five Thousand Three Hundred Sixty 
 Five Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for support of the Town Web 
 page and Televised Public Meetings for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $5,365.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $5,365.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $5,365.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 15. To see what sum not to exceed $3,575.00 (Three Thousand Five Hundred Seventy 
 Five Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for the restoration of Town records 
 for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $3,575.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $3,575.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 







Article 16. To see what sum not to exceed $5,000.00 (Five Thousand Dollars) the Town will vote 
 to appropriate for the Town of Buxton’s 250th Centennial Celebration for fiscal year 
 2020-2021.  Said money to come from Undesignated Surplus. 
   
Requested $5,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $5,000.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $5,000.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 17. To see what sum not to exceed $145,510.00 (One Hundred Forty Five Thousand Five 
 Hundred Ten Dollars) the Town will vote to contribute to the Retirement Fund for 
 full-time employees, entered into pursuant to the vote taken under Article 14, Annual 
 Town Meeting of June 16, 1990, for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $145,510.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $145,510.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $145,510.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 18. To see what sum not to exceed $45,308.00 (Forty Five Thousand Three Hundred 
 Eight Dollars) the Town will vote to be used for the Technology account for fiscal 
 year 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $45,308.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $45,308.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $45,308.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 19. To see what sum not to exceed $1,000.00 (One Thousand Dollars) the Town will vote 
 to be used for  Revitalization Expenses for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $1,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $1,000.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $1,000.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
  
Article 20. To see what sum not to exceed $37,000.00 (Thirty Seven Thousand Dollars) the Town 











Requested $37,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $37,000.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 





Article 21. To see what sum not to exceed $35,000.00 (Thirty Five Thousand Dollars) the Town 
 will vote to appropriate for  the Municipal Building Repair and  Maintenance 
 Account for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $35,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $35,000.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $35,000.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 22. To see what sum not to exceed $400.00 (Four Hundred Dollars) the Town will vote to 
 appropriate for the use of the Appeals Board for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $400.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $400.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $400.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 23. To see what sum not to exceed $8,900.00 (Eight Thousand Nine Hundred Dollars) the 
 Town will vote to appropriate for  the use of the Planning Board for fiscal year 
 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $8,900.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $8,900.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $8,900.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 24. To see what sum not to exceed $21,667.00 (Twenty One Thousand Six Hundred Sixty 
 Seven Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for salaries and miscellaneous 
 expenses of Voter Registration for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $21,667.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $21,667.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $21,667.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 25. To see what sum not to exceed $1,274,699.00 (One Million Two Hundred Seventy 
 Four Thousand Six Hundred Ninety Nine Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate 
 to be used for the Buxton Fire and Rescue Department for fiscal year 2020-2021 as 
 follows: 
   
 Requested Selectmen Budget Comm. 
Fire Division $477,662.00 $475,562.00 $459,341.00 
Rescue $777,090.00 $777,090.00 $773,050.00 
Fire Police $23,047.00 $22,047.00 $21,212.00 
  
    
Requested $1,277,799.00       
Selectmen Recommend  $1,274,699.00 Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 






Article 21. To see what sum not to exceed $35,000.00 (Thirty Five Thousand Dollars) the Town 
 will vote to appropriate for  the Municipal Building Repair and  Maintenance 
 Account for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $35,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $35,000.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $35,000.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 22. To see what sum not to exceed $400.00 (Four Hundred Dollars) the Town will vote to 
 appropriate for the use of the Appeals Board for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $400.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $400.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $400.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 23. To see what sum not to exceed $8,900.00 (Eight Thousand Nine Hundred Dollars) the 
 Town will vote to appropriate for  the use of the Planning Board for fiscal year 
 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $8,900.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $8,900.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $8,900.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 24. To see what sum not to exceed $21,667.00 (Twenty One Thousand Six Hundred Sixty 
 Seven Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for salaries and miscellaneous 
 expenses of Voter Registration for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $21,667.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $21,667.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $21,667.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 25. To see what sum not to exceed $1,274,699.00 (One Million Two Hundred Seventy 
 Four Thousand Six Hundred Ninety Nine Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate 
 to be used for the Buxton Fire and Rescue Department for fiscal year 2020-2021 as 
 follows: 
   
 Requested Selectmen Budget Comm. 
Fire Division $477,662.00 $475,562.00 $459,341.00 
Rescue $777,090.00 $777,090.00 $773,050.00 
Fire Police $23,047.00 $22,047.00 $21,212.00 
  
    
Requested $1,277,799.00       
Selectmen Recommend  $1,274,699.00 Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 






Article 26. To see what sum not to exceed $4,734.00 (Four thousand seven hundred thirty four 
 dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate as a local match to a grant for a new Jaws 
 of Life for fiscal year 2020-2021.  If the grant is not accepted no funds will be spent 
 on this new equipment.  Said money to come from Undesignated Surplus. 
 
Requested $4,734.00       
Selectmen Recommend  $4,734.00 Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $4,734.00 Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 27. To see what sum not to exceed $0.00 (Zero Dollars) the Town will vote to 
 appropriate for the Dry Hydrant Account for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 28. To see what sum not to exceed $58,333.00 (Fifty Eight Thousand Three Hundred 
 Thirty Three Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for the second payment of a 
 six year purchase of a 2001 E-One Quint Fire Apparatus for the Fire/Rescue 
 Department, pursuant to the vote taken under Article 3 Special Town Meeting 
 November 13, 2019 for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $58,333.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $58,333.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $58,333.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 29. To see what sum not to exceed $40,111.00 (Forty Thousand One Hundred Eleven 
 Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for the third payment of a five year 
 purchase of a new ambulance for the Fire/Rescue  Department, pursuant to the vote 
 taken under Article 29 Annual Town Meeting June 17, 2017 for fiscal year 2020-
 2021.   
 
Requested $40,111.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $40,111.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $40,111.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
   
Article 30. To see what sum not to exceed $65,383.00 (Sixty Five Thousand Three Hundred 
 Eighty Three Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for the third payment of a 
 seven year purchase agreement for the purchase of a new  Engine for the Fire/Rescue 
 Department, pursuant to the vote taken under Article 30  Annual Town Meeting 
 June 17, 2017 for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
    
Requested $65,383.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $65,383.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 







Article 31. To see what sum not to exceed $1,399,940.00 (One Million Three Hundred Ninety 
 Nine Thousand Nine Hundred Forty Dollars) the Town will vote to be used for the 
 Buxton Police Department for fiscal year 2020-2021 as follows: 
 
 Requested Selectmen Budget Comm. 
Police Department $944,408.00 $944,408.00 $944,408.00 
Dispatch $407,255.00 $407,255.00 $407,255.00 
Animal Control $40,152.00 $40,152.00 $40,152.00 
Pre-Employment Testing $8,125.00 $8,125.00 $8,125.00 
 
 Requested $1,399,940.00       
Selectmen Recommend  $1,399,940.00 Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $1,381,565.00 Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
   
Article 32. To see what sum not to exceed $0.00 (Zero Dollars) the Town will vote to 
 appropriate for fiscal year 2020-2021 to purchase  a Patrol Vehicle for the Buxton 
 Police Department. 
   
Requested $0.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $0.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $0.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
   
Article 33. To see what sum not to exceed $4,320.00 (Four Thousand Three Hundred Twenty 
 Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for the fifth payment of a five year 
 payment plan for Tasers for the Buxton Police Department for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 Said money to come from Undesignated Surplus. 
  
Requested $4,320.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $4,320.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $4,320.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
  
Article 34. To see what sum not to exceed $55,477.00 (Fifty Five Thousand Four Hundred 
 Seventy Seven Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate to be used for the 
 Recreation Department Director’s salary for fiscal year 2020-2021.   
   
Requested $55,477.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $55,477.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 













Article 35. To see what sum not to exceed $97,858.00 (Ninety Seven Thousand Eight Hundred 
 Fifty Eight Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate to  be used for the Recreation 
 Department (salaries, equipment & supplies) for fiscal year 2020-2021.  Said money 
 to come from the Enterprise Account. 
   
Requested $97,858.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $97,858.00  Yes 4 No 0 Absent 1 
Budget Committee Recommends $97,858.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
  
Article 36. To see what sum not to exceed $19,500.00 (Nineteen Thousand Five Hundred 
 Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate to cover the cost of street lighting service 
 furnished to the Town for the fiscal year 2020-2021 under contract with Central 
 Maine Power Company. 
   
Requested $19,500.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $19,500.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $19,500.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 37. To see what sum not to exceed $20,000.00 (Twenty Thousand Dollars) the Town will 
 vote to be used for the relief of the Indigent during fiscal year 2020-2021.  This sum 
 will supplement State General Assistance Reimbursements. 
 
Requested $20,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $20,000.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $20,000.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 38. To see what sum not to exceed $816,829.00 (Eight Hundred Sixteen Thousand Eight 
 Hundred Twenty Nine Dollars) the Town will vote to be used for  Transfer Station 
 and Sanitation Services for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $816,829.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $816,829.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $816,829.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
   
Article 39. To see what sum not to exceed $6,000.00 (Six Thousand Dollars) the Town will vote 
 to appropriate for monitoring and testing fees for the Closed Landfill on Town Farm 
 and Church Hill Roads for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $6,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $6,000.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $6,000.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 







Article 40. Shall the Town of Buxton vote to appropriate a sum of money for Buxton’s share of 
 a Regional Public Access Facility.  Said amount shall not exceed the amount that the 
 Town receives from Cable Company Franchise Fees each year.  Requested amount is 
 $32,600.00 (Thirty Two Thousand Six Hundred Dollars) for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
 
Requested $32,600.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $32,600.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $32,600.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 41. To see what sum not to exceed $907,627.00 (Nine Hundred Seven Thousand Six 
 Hundred Twenty Seven Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for the Public 
 Works Department for fiscal year 2020-2021 as follows: 
  
 Requested Selectmen Budget Comm. 
General maintenance of  
highways, bridges, 
culverts, street signs, 
brush removal, and 
salaries $587,916.00 $587,916.00 $587,916.00 
Snow and ice removal $114,560.00 $114,560.00 $114,560.00 
Equipment repairs $134,291.00 $134,291.00 $134,291.00 
Winter Sand $70,860.00 $70,860.00 $70,860.00 
   
Requested $907,627.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $907,627.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $907,627.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 42. To see what sum not to exceed $73,466.00 (Seventy Three Thousand Four Hundred 
 Sixty Six Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for the third year of a five year 
 Purchase Agreement for the purchase of two 2018 Freightliner 10-wheel dump/plow 
 trucks pursuant to the vote taken under Article 44 Annual Town Meeting June 16, 
 2018, for fiscal year 2020-2021.   
    
Requested $73,466.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $73,466.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $73,466.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
  
Article 43. To see what sum not to exceed $31,764.00 (Thirty One Thousand Seven Hundred 
 Sixty Four Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for  the fifth year of a five year 
 Lease/Purchase Agreement for the purchase of a 2016 Freightliner Dump/Plow 
 Truck pursuant to the vote taken under Article 43 Annual Town Meeting June 18, 
 2016, for fiscal year 2020-2021.   
    
Requested $31,764.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $31,764.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 






Article 44. To see what sum not to exceed $400,000.00 (Four Hundred Thousand Dollars) the 
 Town will vote to appropriate for resurfacing and sealing certain roads in Town for 
 fiscal year 2020-2021. 
   
Requested $300,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $300,000.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $400,000.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 45. To see what sum not to exceed $18,000.00 (Eighteen Thousand Dollars) the Town will 
 vote to appropriate for a road survey in town for fiscal year 2020-2021.  Said money 
 to come from Undesignated Surplus. 
   
Requested $18,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $18,000.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $18,000.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 46. To see what sum not to exceed $20,000.00 (Twenty Thousand Dollars) the Town will 
 vote to appropriate for crack sealing certain roads in Town for fiscal year 2020-2021. 
    
Requested $20,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $20,000.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $20,000.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
  
Article 47. To see what sum not to exceed $21,000.00 (Twenty One Thousand Dollars) the Town 
 will vote to appropriate for  the striping of certain Town Roads for fiscal year 2020-
 2021. 
   
Requested $21,000.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $21,000.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $21,000.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 48. To see what sum not to exceed $10,500.00 (Ten Thousand Five Hundred Dollars) 
 the Town will vote to appropriate for recreational purposes for fiscal year 2020-
 2021, to be disbursed as follows: 
 
 Requested Selectmen Budget Comm. 
Buxton Little 
League/Softball $24,045.00 $6,500.00 $6,500.00 
Snowmobile Club $4000.00 $4000.00 $4000.00 
 
Requested $28,045.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $10,500.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 







Article 49. To see what sum not to exceed $48,400.00 (Forty Eight Thousand Four Hundred 
 Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for Rivers, Parks and Cemeteries for fiscal 
 year 2020-2021, to be disbursed as follows: 
   
 Requested Selectmen Budget Comm. 
Ancient Cemeteries $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
American Legion Flags $1,200.00 $1,200.00 $1,200.00 
Buxton Cemetery Assocs. $15,744.00 $15,744.00 $15,744.00 
So. Buxton Cemetery Assoc. $4,000.00 $4,000.00 $3,000.00 
Bonny Eagle Park $1,100.00 $1,100.00 $1,100.00 
Estes Park $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Carroll Park $1,700.00 $1,700.00 $1,700.00 
Pleasant Point Park $10,500.00 $10,500.00 $10,500.00 
Town Farm Park $5,781.00 $5,781.00 $5,781.00 
Weymouth Park $8,075.00 $8,075.00 $8,075.00 
Saco River Corridor Comm. $300.00 $300.00 $300.00 
  
Total Requested $48,400.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $48,400.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $47,400.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 50. To see what sum not to exceed $31,850.00 (Thirty One Thousand Eight Hundred 
 Fifty Dollars) the Town will vote to appropriate for Libraries for fiscal year 2020-
 2021, to be disbursed as follows: 
 
 Requested Selectmen Budget Comm. 
Berry Library $16,450.00 $14,350.00 $10,000.00 
West Buxton Library $17,500.00 $17,500.00 $17,500.00 
  
Requested $33,950.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $31,850.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $27,500.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
  
Article 51. To see what sum not to exceed $4,300.00 (Four Thousand Three Hundred Dollars) 
 the Town will vote to appropriate for Youth Services for fiscal year 2020-2021, to be 
 disbursed as follows: 
   
 Requested Selectmen Budget Comm. 
Boy Scout Troop #349 $1,600.00 $1,600.00 $1,600.00 
Cub Scout Pack #349 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 
Girl Scouts $1,200.00 $1,200.00 $1,200.00 
 
Requested $4,300.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $4,300.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 






Article 52. To see what sum not to exceed $12,060.00 (Twelve Thousand Sixty Dollars) the Town 
 will vote to appropriate for Charitable Contributions for fiscal year 2020-2021, to be 
 disbursed as follows: 
   
 Requested Selectmen Budget Comm. 
American Red Cross $750.00 $750.00 $750.00 
Buxton/Hollis Historical Soc. $2,200.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00 
Caring Unlimited $2,410.00 $2,410.00 $2,410.00 
Kids Free to Grow $400.00 $400.00 $400.00 
Life Flight Foundation $2,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Maine Health Care at Home $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 
Saco River Theater $500.00 $500.00 $500.00 
Sexual Assault Response Srvs. $750.00 $750.00 $750.00 
So. Me. Agency on Aging $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 
Southern Maine Veteran’s Mem. $250.00 $250.00 $250.00 
Y.C. Community Action $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00 
York County Shelter $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 
    
 
Requested $14,260.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $9,950.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $12,060.00  Yes 6 No 0 Absent 0 
 
Article 53. To see what sum not to exceed $291,074.00 (Two Hundred Ninety One Thousand 
 Seventy Four Dollars) the Town will vote to be used for fiscal year 2020-2021 to pay 
 its share of the cost of the Social Security Plan [FICA] entered into pursuant to the 
 vote taken under Article 9, Special Town Meeting of October 17,  1954, and 
 subsequent votes amending said plan. 
 
Requested $291,074.00        
Selectmen Recommend  $291,074.00  Yes 5 No 0 Absent 0 
Budget Committee Recommends $291,074.00  Yes 5 No 1 Absent 0 
 
Article 54. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept or reject 
 any future grants that may be offered to the Town and authorize the Board of 
 Selectmen to expend any future grants, as long as they are in compliance with the 
 requirements of the grant.  This authorization shall stay in effect until repealed or 
 rescinded by the legislative body. 
 
Article 55. To see if the Town will authorize the acceptance of gifts or monies designated for the 
 Buxton Toy Box Fund, Keep The Heat On, Community Day and other local 
 charitable assistance programs throughout the Fiscal Year, and further to authorize 
 the Selectmen’s appointed designees to purchase and distribute those accepted gifts 








Article 56. To see if the Town will vote to: 
 
1) accept Rescue Subscription fees from Buxton residents and credit the fees to the 
Rescue Subscription Revenue Account; and 
2) periodically transfer from the Rescue Subscription Revenue Account such sums 
as may be necessary to pay the balances due on Buxton Rescue invoices rendered 
to subscribers. 
 
Article 57. To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to appropriate from Rescue 
 Billing Income 7% of fees collected to be paid to Medical Reimbursement Services 
 Inc. for services rendered. 
 
Article 58. To see if the Town will vote to accept and authorize the Selectmen to reimburse the 
 Police Department salaries account, with any funding received for law enforcement 
 grants, outside details, reimbursements from other law enforcement agencies and 
 court reimbursements. 
 
Article 59. To see if the Town will vote to accept and authorize the Selectmen to reimburse the 
 Fire/Rescue/Fire Police salaries account, with any funding received for grants, 
 outside details, and reimbursements from other agencies or entities. 
 
Article 60. To see if the Town will vote to accept and authorize the Selectmen and the Chief of 
 Police to utilize any funds received due to drug forfeitures for non-budgeted law 
 enforcement expenses. 
 
Article 61. To see if the Town will vote to accept and authorize the Selectmen along with the 
 appropriate Department Head, if applicable, to utilize any funds received as the 
 result of an insurance claim, along with funds received and/or credit issued for 
 damaged equipment to replace the equipment. 
 
Article 62. To see what sum not to exceed _______________the Town will appropriate from 
 Undesignated Surplus to help fund the operating budget for the Town for fiscal year 
 2020-2021. 
 
Article 63. To see if the Voters of the Town will vote to authorize the Municipal Officers to 
 spend  an amount not to exceed 3/12 of the budgeted amount of last year’s 
 approved annual budget during the period from July 1, 2021 to the Annual 












Article 64. To see what sums shall be appropriated from the following sources to fund the 
 operating budget for the Town for fiscal year 2020-2021 as authorized at this Town 
 Meeting. 
     
Excise Taxes – Vehicles $1,675,000.00 
Excise Taxes – Boats $7,500.00 
State Tree Growth Reimbursement $8,000.00 
Local Road Assistance $112,000.00 
State Veterans Tax Reimbursement $4,000.00 
General Assistance Reimbursement $2,000.00 
Rescue Billing Income $225,000.00 
Plumbing Inspection Income $8,500.00 
Auto Registration Fee $25,000.00 
ATV Agent Fees $200.00 
Boat Registration Fees $400.00 
Snowmobile Fees $2,000.00 
Weapon Permit Fees $700.00 
Recycling Income $110,000.00 
Board of Appeals Income $100.00 
Planning Board Income $300.00 
Building Inspector Income $50,000.00 
Town Clerk Income $9,000.00 
Police Department Income $500.00 
Animal Control Income $500.00 
Dog License Special Income $1,500.00 
Interest on Savings $50,000.00 
Interest/Taxes and Liens $19,500.00 
Miscellaneous $2,000.00 
Cable Franchise Fee $80,000.00 
Cell Tower Income $16,000.00 
   
Article 65. To see if the Town will vote to determine when the tax lists named in Title 36, Section 
 505, 1964 Revised Statutes, as amended, shall be committed, the date when property 
 taxes shall become due and payable, and from and after which interest on unpaid 
 taxes shall be charged and collected at a rate not exceeding 6 percent per annum. 
 
Article 66. To see if the Town will vote to set the interest to be paid by the Town on abated taxes 
 not exceeding 0% (zero percent) for fiscal year 2020-2021.  Rate of interest to be 
 determined yearly by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 67. Shall the Town authorize the Tax Collector to accept prepayment of taxes not yet due 
 or assessed and to pay interest thereon not exceeding 0% [zero percent] per year?  
 Any excess paid in over the amount finally assessed shall be repaid with the interest 
 due on the whole transaction, at the date that the tax finally assessed is due and 






Article 68. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen, on behalf of the Town, to 
 dispose, convey, sell or negotiate towards a trade in value deemed by the Selectmen to 
 be in the best interest of the Town, any surplus Town owned property, exclusive of 
 Real Estate, provided any outright sale is the result of acceptance of the highest bid 
 by sealed bids or electronic auction (bid) process established by the Selectmen which 
 reserves the right to reject all bids. 
 
Article 69. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to sell, assign, 
 and discharge any unmatured liens for not less than the amount unpaid together with 
 interest and costs. 
 
Article 70. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Treasurer, with the advice and 
 approval of the Board of Selectmen on behalf of the Town, to waive the foreclosure of 
 any tax lien mortgage pursuant to 30-A M.R.S. ss 944 by recording a waiver of the 
 foreclosure in the York County Registry of Deeds for any real estate title to which the 
 Board of Selectmen may deem not in the best interest of the Town to hold, said 
 authorization to waive not to prevent the Town Treasurer, with the advice and 
 approval of the Board of Selectmen, from later foreclosing on said tax lien mortgage 
 pursuant to law. 
 
Article 71. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to approve expenditures of any 
 carried forward account balance from the prior fiscal year provided said 
 expenditures are for accounts for which the funding was originally appropriated, and 



























The Voter Registrar will hold office hours while the polls are open to correct any error in or change a 
name or address on the voting list; to accept the registration of any person eligible to vote and to accept 
new enrollments. 
 
A person who is not registered as a voter may not vote in any election.  A voter not enrolled in a political 
party may not vote in a primary election. 
 
Fail not to make do service of this warrant and return the same with your doings thereon at the time and 
place of said meeting. 
 
 
Given under our hands this 13th day of May A.D. 2020. 
 
 
      








Mark J. Blier, Selectman 
 
 
      
Dennis P. Santolucito, Selectman 
 
_____________________________ 
Francis E. Pulsoni, Selectman 
 
 











As 2019 ends and 2020 begins, I am pleased to report that Congress made progress on a number of issues important to Maine 
families despite the polarization in our country.   
  
In a major win for surviving military and retiree spouses to whom we are deeply indebted, I was proud to co-lead the repeal of 
what is often referred to as the “Military Widow’s Tax,” an unfair offset of survivor benefits that has prevented as many as 
67,000 surviving spouses—including more than 260 from Maine—from receiving the full benefits they deserve. 
  
The high cost of health care and prescription drugs continues to be a top issue for families and seniors. To provide continued 
relief for more lower- and middle-income individuals, I led the charge to extend for another two years the medical expense tax 
deduction that I included in the 2017 tax law. Without this extension, nearly 20,000 Mainers and millions of Americans with 
high medical expenses, including many with preexisting conditions, would have faced an increased tax burden. In other good 
news, the CREATES Act I cosponsored became law. It will prevent pharmaceutical companies from blocking access to a 
sufficient supply of brand-name drugs needed for the studies that allow less expensive alternatives to enter the marketplace.   
  
Improving people’s health and wellbeing remains my priority. On a per capita basis, Maine has the highest incidence of Lyme 
disease in the country. In August, I held a Senate hearing at the University of Maine’s Tick Lab on this growing public health 
crisis. A comprehensive public health strategy to combat this epidemic is needed, and the new law I authored will do just that.   
 
In addition, I helped champion another $2.6 billion increase for the National Institutes of Health, our nation’s premiere 
biomedical research institution, including significant boosts for Alzheimer’s disease and diabetes research. Last year, NIH 
funded more than $111 million for research at 14 Maine institutions.      
  
To help prepare the graduates of Maine Maritime Academy, I secured $300 million for a new training ship, which will ensure 
rigorous instruction for MMA students for decades to come.   
 
Significant federal funding was approved for work at Bath Iron Works and Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Funding appropriated 
by Congress will pay for three new destroyers, make a down payment on an additional ship, and finance infrastructure 
improvements at PNSY. 
  
As Chairman of the Transportation and Housing Appropriations Subcommittee, I have led efforts to improve our nation’s 
crumbling infrastructure and ensure that Maine’s housing needs are addressed. For Maine’s roads, bridges, airports, and 
seaports, tens of millions in federal funding will help make urgently needed upgrades and improve safety. Funding will also 
support housing assistance to low-income families and seniors and aid communities in reducing homelessness among our 
youth. The Community Development Block Grant program will assist numerous towns and cities in our State. 
  
The Aging Committee I chair has continued its focus on financial security for our seniors. A new law I authored will make it 
easier for small businesses to offer retirement plans to their employees. Our Aging Committee’s Fraud Hotline fielded more 
than 1,200 calls this year. Congress passed a new law to crack down on robocallers who are often the perpetrators of these 
scams. And a new law I authored will expand the IRS’ Identity Protection PIN program nationwide to prevent identity theft tax 
refund fraud.   
 
At the end of 2019, I cast my 7,262nd consecutive vote. In the New Year, I will keep working to deliver bipartisan solutions to 
the challenges facing Maine and the nation. If ever I can be of assistance to you, please contact one of my state offices or visit 






Susan M. Collins  







Senate District 30 
Senator Linda Sanborn
3 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0003
(207)287-1515
Fax: (207) 287-1585 *  TTY (207) 287-1583  *  Message Service 1-800-423-6900  *  Website:legislature.maine.gov/senate
Dear friends and neighbors,
Thank you for the opportunity to serve as State Senator for Buxton. Representing you and your 
family in Augusta is a tremendous responsibility and I appreciate your trust and feedback.
In 2019, the Legislature passed a bipartisan budget that provides $130 million in property tax
relief for seniors, families, small businesses and working Mainers. This budget expands the 
Property Tax Fairness Credit, increases the Homestead Exemption from $20,000 to $25,000, and 
increases revenue sharing to towns and cities. It also increases the state’s share of education 
funding. The best part is that it does all this while staying within our means, and not raising sales 
or income taxes.
For more information on how to take advantage of Maine’s property tax relief programs, 
visit www.maine.gov/revenue/propertytax or call the Maine Revenue Services Property 
Tax Division at 207-624-5600.
We also took steps to guarantee access to high-quality, affordable health care for all Mainers. 
The new budget also funds voter-approved MaineCare Expansion, allowing more people to sign 
up for low or no-cost health care coverage. We also passed a suite of new laws aimed at lowering 
the cost of prescription drugs, and a new law that protects Mainers with pre-existing conditions. 
Finally, we passed several new laws that guarantee a woman’s right to make her own health care 
decisions.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to serve as your State Senator. If you ever need anything at 
all,	please	do	not	hesitate	to	call	my	office	at	(207)	287-1515 or send me an email at 
Linda.Sanborn@legislature.maine.gov. You can also stay up to date on my work in the Senate by 
signing up for my legislative updates at www.mainesenate.org.
Sincerely,
Sen. Linda Sanborn





Senate District 30 
Senator Linda Sanborn
3 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0003
(207)287-1515
Fax: (207) 287-1585 *  TTY (207) 287-1583  *  Message Service 1-800-423-6900  *  Website:legislature.maine.gov/senate
Dear friends and neighbors,
Thank you for the opportunity to serve as State Senator for Buxton. Representing you and your 
family in Augusta is a tremendous responsibility and I appreciate your trust and feedback.
In 2019, the Legislature passed a bipartisan budget that provides $130 million in property tax
relief for seniors, families, small businesses and working Mainers. This budget expands the 
Property Tax Fairness Credit, increases the Homestead Exemption from $20,000 to $25,000, and 
increases revenue sharing to towns and cities. It also increases the state’s share of education 
funding. The best part is that it does all this while staying within our means, and not raising sales 
or income taxes.
For more information on how to take advantage of Maine’s property tax relief programs, 
visit www.maine.gov/revenue/propertytax or call the Maine Revenue Services Property 
Tax Division at 207-624-5600.
We also took steps to guarantee access to high-quality, affordable health care for all Mainers. 
The new budget also funds voter-approved MaineCare Expansion, allowing more people to sign 
up for low or no-cost health care coverage. We also passed a suite of new laws aimed at lowering 
the cost of prescription drugs, and a new law that protects Mainers with pre-existing conditions. 
Finally, we passed several new laws that guarantee a woman’s right to make her own health care 
decisions.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to serve as your State Senator. If you ever need anything at 
all,	please	do	not	hesitate	to	call	my	office	at	(207)	287-1515 or send me an email at 
Linda.Sanborn@legislature.maine.gov. You can also stay up to date on my work in the Senate by 
signing up for my legislative updates at www.mainesenate.org.
Sincerely,
Sen. Linda Sanborn
District 30 – Buxton,	Gorham	and	Scarborough
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Citizens of Buxton, 
 
It is an honor and a privilege to serve in the 129th Legislature representing Buxton. My work serving on the 
Taxation Committee has been focused on the rising costs of property taxes. We took note of one of Saco’s great 
programs they provide to their older citizens and made the Senior Volunteer Benefit Program an option for 
every municipality to allow residents over 65 to get a reimbursement on their taxes by volunteering in the 
community. We created the Property Tax Relief Fund which will be providing payments of at least $100 by 
March 1st. Measures like these are just some of what we need to do to get our feet back under us.  
 
The legislature came together this year to relatively quickly pass a budget. While I have some concerns about 
the increase in total spending, I am happy overall because I do believe that budget practices fiscal responsibility 
by adding $20 million to the “rainy day fund”, budgeting funding to provide healthcare for those who otherwise 
couldn’t afford it, and not spending beyond our means. This budget also doesn’t increase taxes and will be 
providing much-needed property tax relief. 
 
Also included in this year’s budget are increases in municipal revenue sharing, up from 2 to 3% in 2020, and to 
3.75% in 2021. With state revenue projections turning out higher than originally expected, the numbers are 
better for the towns to pay for local services like schools, public safety, and road maintenance – instead of 
relying on property tax increases. Buxton will be receiving $467,740 in 2020 & $620,238 in 2021- this is an 
additional $154,393 & $152,498, respectively, more than the last approved budget in 2017. This is great news! 
 
Things haven’t been totally ideal in Augusta. Over the summer, the legislature was called back for a special 
bond session that would provide funding on the roads, land conservation, environmental protection, and 
broadband internet development. I was a proponent of the land conservation bond because it would have 
provided funding to preserve farm land, working waterfronts, and other natural resources from being developed. 
This program has not received the appropriate funding for over eight years. I still believe the legislature can do 
something big on preserving Maine’s lands and will continue to be an advocate towards this issue. 
 
This next session, we have a lot of big issues and we need to work to figure out what government’s role is in 
expanding Maine’s economic potential. Please get in touch with me to share your opinion on pending 











Donald G. Marean 
233 Bonny Eagle Road 
Hollis, ME 04042 
Residence: (207) 727-5527 
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District 22   Limington and portions of Standish, Buxton, Limerick 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
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AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0002 
(207) 287-1440 
TTY: (207) 287-4469 
               Mark Blier 
                             50 Hall Road 
                   Buxton, ME 04093 
       Home: (207) 712-5705 






Town of Buxton 
185 Portland Road 
Buxton, ME 04093 
 
 
Dear Friends and Neighbors,  
 
I would first like to thank the residents of Buxton for giving me the opportunity to 
serve as your State Representative for House District 22. It is an honor and privilege 
to serve as your voice in Augusta.    
 
During the last session which concluded in June, the Legislature was able to provide 
much needed property tax relief measures such as increasing the homestead 
exemption and revenue sharing. Other accomplishments included the reaffirmation 
of Maine’s health coverage law, a new law that protects those with pre-existing 
conditions and the ability to keep children on insurance policies until age 26.   
 
The second Legislative session of the 129th Legislature begins in January and it is my 
belief that we must focus on policies that benefit all of Maine. I’ll continue to 
advocate for an efficient, effective, and affordable state government that cares for 
our most vulnerable and needy citizens.  
 
In an effort to stay in contact with my constituents, I continue to send weekly 
updates via e-mail and facebook throughout the year regarding current state news. 
If you wish to receive these updates, please contact at me 
Mark.Blier@legislature.maine.gov.  
 
Again, thank you for giving me the opportunity to serve you at our State Capitol.  
 
Sincerely,  
       
       
                                                   
Mark Blier     




Licensing & Vital Records
Fish and Game Licenses
Resident fishing or hunting licenses may be obtained from the office of the Town Clerk and the 
cost is $27 per license.  The cost of a Combination Fishing and Hunting License is $44.  A Junior 
Hunting License may be obtained for persons ten years of age and under 16 years of age for 
$9.  Other licenses that may be obtained are:  Archery, Archery/Fishing Combination, Expanded 
Archery Antlered & Anterless Deer, Bear Permit, Migratory Waterfowl, Muzzle Loading, Small 
Game, Outdoor Partners, Crossbow, Pheasant, Spring/Fall Turkey, Coyote Night Hunt, Salt Water 
Registry, Superpack, and Apprentice Hunt.
Resident Lifetime Licenses:
      Fishing     Hunting      Combination 
0 - 5 years of age  $  150.00     $150.00             $250.00 
6 - 15 years of age                  $  300.00     $300.00             $500.00
65 years of Age  $   50.00     $  50.00             $  80.00
66 years of Age  $   40.00     $  40.00             $  64.00
67 years of Age  $   30.00     $  30.00             $  48.00
68 years of Age  $   20.00     $  20.00             $  32.00
69 years of Age  $   10.00     $  10.00             $  16.00
70 years & Over  $     8.00     $    8.00             $    8.00
Vital Records
Vital records consist of birth, death and marriage records.  Copies of records filed with the 
Buxton Town Clerk can be obtained in person or by mail.  In order for the Town to have a copy of 
a vital record, the event had to occur in Buxton, or the person(s) named on the record must have 
been a resident of Buxton at the time of the event.  The purchaser of a vital record must have “a 
direct and legitimate interest in the matter recorded”, M.R.S.A. Title 22, Section 2706, and must 
provide proof that they are entitled to the record.  The fee to purchase a certified copy of a vital 
record is $15 for the first copy and $6 for each additional copy purchased at the same time, of the 
same record.  To receive copies by mail, please contact the Town Clerk’s office to obtain a Vital 
Records Order Form.  For more information call the Town Clerk’s office at (207) 929-6171.
Marriage Licenses
A Marriage License can be obtained from the Town Clerk’s office in the town where you reside. 
The cost of a license is $40.  Individuals who were previously married must provide a certificate 
with a seal indicating the dissolution of the former marriage.  A Marriage License is valid for 90 
days from the date of issuance.
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Helpful Information (Cont.)
Licensing & Vital Records
Dog Licenses
All dogs that live in the State of Maine must be licensed after 10 days of ownership or after the 
age of 6 months, but before 7 months.  Dog licenses must be renewed by January 31 each year. 
Licenses are available on October 15 for the next calendar year.  To license your dog you will need 
a valid Maine Rabies Certificate and Spaying or Neutering Certificate, if appropriate.  If you are 
a resident of Buxton you can obtain a dog license at the Town Hall, by mail to the Town Hall, or 
on line from October 15 through January 31 at www.doglicensing.com.  The online program is 
not available from February 1 through October 14.  Neutered/spayed dog licenses are $6 each and 
licenses for dogs that have not been altered are $11.  There is an additional fee of $1 if licensed 
online.  
Dogs licensed after January 31 will be charged a $25 late fee.  If you receive a notice from the 
Buxton Animal Control Officer for the violation there will be an additional $25 fee added and if 
you are summonsed to appear in court for an unlicensed dog(s) additional fees will increase up to 
an additional $100 per dog.  
Dogs must wear their license tags at all times.  Every year, the Town helps sponsor a Rabies 
Vaccination Clinic that is held on the first Saturday in December.  Contact the Town Clerk’s 
office at 929-5191 or email mvagentbuxton@sacoriver.net if you have questions or need more 
information.
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2020 BUXTON RECYCLER 
 
Please visit the Town of Buxton’s website at www.buxton.me.us for more detailed information 
 
The Transfer Station is located behind Town Hall at 185 
Portland Road, Buxton, ME 04093   Phone: 929-3913 
E-mail:  buxtonts@sacoriver.net    
Casella provides Buxton’s curbside trash pickup, & can be 
reached at 934-3880 extension #3 
 
BRING HELP to unload your waste at the Transfer 
Station.  It is not our job to unload your material 
for you.  We will assist with everything except shingles if 
we have the staff available. 
 
Transfer Station Hours: 
Tuesday: 9 am to 5 pm. 
Thursday & Saturday:  8 am to 4 pm. 
 
Transfer Station Holidays 
(Includes any Tuesday after a Sunday or Monday holiday) 
 
New Years Day:    Wednesday, 1/01/20 
Martin Luther King Day:    Tuesday, 1/21/20 
President’s Day:    Tuesday, 2/18/20 
Patriots Day:     Tuesday, 4/21/20 
Memorial Day:     Tuesday, 5/26/20 
Independence Day:    Saturday, 7/04/20 
Labor Day:     Tuesday, 9/08/20 
Columbus Day:     Tuesday, 10/13/20 
Veteran’s Day:     Thursday, 11/12/20 
Thanksgiving:     Thursday, 11/26/20 
                                       & Friday, 11/27/20 
Christmas:     Friday, 12/25/20 
New Year’s Day:               Friday, 1/01/2021 
 
 
Curbside Pick-up Holidays: 
There will be no curbside pick-up on Christmas, New 
Year’s Day, July 4th and Thanksgiving.  If your pick-up 
day falls on one of these four holidays, your trash will be 
picked up on the following Friday.  Snow storms do not 
affect curbside pick-up.  Casella provides Buxton’s 
curbside pick-up & can be reached at 934-3880. 
 
Curbside Pick-up Rules 
Trash must be out by 6 am, but not before 6 pm of the 
previous evening.  Pick-up times change frequently, the 
truck may arrive any time during the day.  Refer to back of 
page for a list of unacceptable curbside waste, and bag 
limits.  For an electronic copy of the complete curbside 
pick-up rules, e-mail buxtonts@sacoriver.net, or visit our 
web site at www.buxton.me.us. 
 
Casella provides Buxton’s curbside trash pickup, & can be 
reached at 934-3880 for curbside trash issues. 
 
Paint and CFL light bulbs can be dropped off at your 
local hardware store for free. 
 
 
Buxton Recycles (Free): 
Glass jars & bottles:  Please rinse items and remove lids. 
Plastic jars & bottles: colored and opaque # 2 plastic only. 
Cans & light metals: food cans, coffee cans, jar lids, foil, baking 
tins, clothes hangers, and empty aerosol cans. 
Metal:  metal doors and windows, washers, dryers, pipe, lawn 
mowers, kitchen ranges, and microwaves.  Fees apply to any 
items with refrigerant or other pressurized gasses.   
Newspaper:  Newspapers, magazines, catalogs, & phone books 
Mail and office paper:  mix with boxboard 
Corrugated cardboard:  paper bags are recycled with cardboard. 
Boxboard:  cereal boxes, egg cartons, mail, & misc. paper. 
Batteries:  auto/boat/motorcycle & other lead acid batteries. 
Motor Oil & Transmission fluid:  use containers no larger than 5 
gallons.  No oil contaminated with water or antifreeze.   
Organics: grass, leaves, hay, garden trimmings, fruits, vegetables, 
shredded paper, manure, and animal bedding. No trash, plastic 
bags, or cat / dog waste.  Please empty material from bags & dump 
in front of yellow sign in the composting area.   
Textiles:  clean serviceable clothing. No undergarments please. 
Mercury containing products:  Thermometers, thermostats, 
ballasts, and button batteries. 
Disposal Fees: 
Bulky Waste:  stuffed furniture, insulation, mirrors, sheetrock, 
windows, carpeting, mattresses, construction debris, pressure 
treated wood, & miscellaneous waste. 
Wood Waste:  No pressure treated wood in the wood bin. 
Asphalt shingles: Bring help, we don’t help unloading shingles. 
Inert waste: brick, masonry, cinder blocks, concrete, cement, 
rocks, gravel, sand, porcelain, ceramics & uncontaminated soil. 
Ashes: Must be cold.  $1 per 5 gallon can, $3 for larger containers. 
Household trash:  $1 per small bag, $2 for contractor bags 
  
Approximate Load Size Approximate Fee* 
 Passenger car trunk or less $5 - $15 
 Minivan, station wagon, sport utility vehicle,  $15  - $30 
 compact pick-up truck (4’ bed) 
 Standard pick-up truck (6’ bed), compact pick-up  $25  - $50 
 with side boards, full-size van, 4' X 8' trailer 
 Standard pick-up truck with sideboards,  $45  - $75 
 4' X 8' trailer with sideboards, truck with 8’ bed 
1 ton truck, small dump truck, trailers larger than 4’x8’ $65 & Up 
 
*Specific fee charged for the following items: 
 
Brush: $3 per pick-up truck load; 4x8 trailer = $6; small 
dump truck or large level trailer= $9; larger loads= $12 - $24 
Tires: $3 for car and motorcycle tires ($6 with rim) 
Refrigerators, freezers, dehumidifiers & air conditioners: $12 
Propane tanks: $1 = 1lb size, $3 = 20lb, larger tanks = $21 
Computer monitors, CPU’s, & TV’s = $3.  Couches = $10   
Mattresses, box springs, stuffed chairs, & bureaus = $5 
Printers, digital picture frames, & game consoles = $1 





Boxboard, junk mail and loose paper can be recycled together in the boxboard bin.   
Newspapers, phone books, magazines, and soft cover books can be recycled together in the newspaper bin.   
Corrugated cardboard and paper bags can be recycled together in the cardboard bin. 
We can’t recycle plastic bags or any plastic other than #2 plastic.  Look for the #2 inside of the recycling arrows.  If the 
plastic is clear as glass (ketchup bottles or peanut butter jars), it is not #2 plastic. 
 
The Following Items Will Not Be Accepted For Curbside Pick-up: 
 
 - Demolition or construction debris  - Computers, monitors, television sets, & cell phones 
 - Liquid wastes, sludges, or oils (including motor oil)  - Car, truck, or motorcycle tires or batteries 
 - Tree stumps, trunks, limbs, or ashes  - Commercial waste  
 - Hazardous waste and pressure treated wood  - Leaves, brush, grass, or garden clippings 
 - Junk vehicles or other bulky metal items such as freezers, refrigerators, air conditioners, washers, etc… 
 - Dead animals or portions thereof, or other pathological, medical, or biological wastes 
 - Mercury containing items such as fluorescent bulbs, thermometers, and thermostats (Bring to Transfer Station) 
 - Inert wastes such as bricks, concrete, asphalt, porcelain fixtures, soil, or rocks  
 - Any item not enclosed in a sealed container such as a garbage can or trash bag 
 
 
Buxton Has A Curbside Trash Bag Limit 
No more than seven 13-gallon bags (standard white kitchen bags), or three 32 gallon trash bags (black contractor bags), 
or any combination of containers reaching a total of not more than 96 gallons of acceptable curbside waste shall be 
picked up per week per household.  Each container must weigh 35 pounds or less.   All items must be in a sealed 
container such as a trash can or bag.  Loose items will not be collected.  Trash must be within 4 - 6 feet from the road. 
 
Do your trashcans get blown into the road?  Round trash cans tend to roll around and pose a traffic hazard.  Consider 
using rectangular cans or a curbside trash bin to help prevent this potential road hazard.   
 
 
The Following Items Cannot Be Accepted At the Transfer Station: 
   - Tree stumps or roots    - Liquid wastes or sludges (except petroleum products) 
   - Hazardous wastes such as antifreeze, pesticides, explosives, oil based paint (unless dry), or asbestos 




Need Wood Chips?  They’re free if your shovel your own, $5 for us to load you up with our front end loader. 
 
Need Compost?  Compost is free if you shovel your own, $10 for us to load you up with our front end loader. 
 
Need Clean Fill?  The Transfer Station gives away crushed glass and inert waste for solid fill.  Call 929-3913 to be placed 
on a waiting list.  It will be your responsibility to spread and cover this material.  There is no charge for this material. 
 
 
Share Shop  -  Come visit our share shop, aka “The Buxton Mall”, to leave unwanted items or find new treasures.   
                         We have books, toys, clothes, and miscellaneous treasures free for the taking.  
 
Keep The Heat On – The Transfer Station collects returnable bottles and cans for the “Keep The Heat On” program.  
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   GENERAL INFORMATION 
Town Office Hours  Transfer Station Hours 
Monday 8:30 – 4:30 Monday      Closed 
Tuesday 8:30 – 4:30 Tuesday      9:00 – 5:00 
Wednesday 11:30 – 7:30 Wednesday      Closed 
Thursday 8:30 – 4:30 Thursday      8:00 – 4:00 
Friday   8:30 – 4:30 Friday       Closed 
Saturday      8:00 – 4:00 
 
 Meeting Schedule  
 Selectmen’s Meeting   Every Wednesday   7:00 p.m. 
 Planning Board Meeting  2nd and 4th Monday each month 7:00 p.m. 
 Board of Appeals   1st Tuesday each month  7:00 p.m. 
 
 
Town Office Holidays* 
   New Years Day   Labor Day 
   Martin Luther King Day  Columbus Day 
   President’s Day   Veteran’s Day 
   Patriot’s Day    Thanksgiving Day 
   Memorial Day    Day after Thanksgiving 
   Independence Day   Christmas Day 
 
*The Transfer Station will be closed on Tuesdays following holidays that fall on Mondays. 
 
 
Town Phone Directory 
Selectmen’s Office   929-5191 Fire-Rescue Department   929-3099 
Motor Vehicle Registration  929-8455 MSAD #6 (Central Office) 929-3831 
Town Clerk & Treasurer    929-6171 Transfer Station  929-3913 
Tax Collector    929-5200 Recreation Director  929-8381 
Building Inspector   929-3046 Berry Library (Bar Mills) 929-5484 
Voter Registration   929-6171 Salmon Falls Library   929-3990 
Animal Control Officer    929-5151 W. Buxton Public Library 727-5898 
 
 
 Police-Dispatch-Animal Control  
Emergency – Dial 911  
Dispatch (Non-Emergency)  929-5151 
Police (Business Phone)   929-6612 
Animal Control   929-5151 
 
 
Fire-Rescue  
929-3099 
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